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EDITORIAL 

As usual, our thanks to the many contributors who have submitted information on a wide range 
of subjects-we trust that the mixture this time proves stimulating for articles in the future. 

ESTONIAN MAIL ROUTES (SWEDISH PERIOD) 
Arnold Saardson 

I. L. G. B. 

(We are grateful to Mr. Saardson for permission to include in B.J.R.P. this extract from some 
extensive private notes on Estonia. We have used his town names and spellings-generally they are 
Estonian, Swedish and/or German__c_.instead of the transliterations from Russian into English which we 
normally employ, to retain better the flavour of the original.-Ed.). 
History-the Swedish Period 

It is desirable to sketch in the political situation before describing the philatelic situation. 
The Livonian Wars over the Teutonic legacy lasted, with short intervals, for more than 70 years. 

As a result the population fell, land was devastated, some smaller towns were CJmpletely destroyed 
and the larger ones left struggling with trade in a shambles. This was not a very promising beginning 
to a new era, but a lengthy peace was to follow. 

Sweden acquired the land at different times by different methods. The Northern areas, acquired 
peacefully in 1561, became the Province of Estonia with a Governor (later Governor-General) based 
at Tallinn. Southern Estonia, won from Poland by war, was incorporated together with other former 
Teutonic Lands by the Baltic, into the Province of Livonia with a Governor-General at Tartu (later 
moved to Riga). The island of Saaremaa (Osei), obtained from Denmark in 1645, was added to the 
Livonian Province. 

This division of the Estonian ethic area was a result of circumstances and divided the people 
into different administrative areas which were to last, with very little change, until the formation of 
Estonian and Latvian Republics in 1918. 

Swedish hold on the land was, at first, comparatively weak allowing the Baltic aristocracy to 
obtain further privileges and advantages over the rural population. Gradually, however, the admini
stration was strengthened, especially during the reign of King Carl XI. The estates of the Barons were 
reduced and their powers curbed, lands were valued and dues and taxes calculated accordingly. While 
the countryman was still tied by the feudal system, his duties and obligations were regulated in his rights, 
however small, protected by law; these small beginnings increased his trust in King and Crown. 

In towns, however, these wars and political upheaval had left their mark. Much of the former 
splendour and obvious wealth disappeared. Merchants, upon whose activities the towns were founded, 
had lost their contacts or trading capital. Trading patterns as a whole had changed. Russian trade 
had largely passed into other hands and the importance of the Baltic merchants and the Hanseatic League 
was declining. Despite measures by the Swedish Government to encourage trade, the damage done 
by the wars in this case could not be completely repaired. 

Although Estonia had gone through the Reformation and could be classed as a Protestant country, 
very little church reorganization had taken place along these lines. At the time of the Swedish take
over the churches were still formally subordinated to the Catholic Bishop of Tallinn. In 1565 Peter 
Polling was named as the new Lutheran Bishop of Estonia, but he died the same year and it was Christian 
Agricola who did much to establish the Lutheran Church in Estonia and laid the foundations for later 
reforms. 

The Lutheran Church was fundamental in educational advancement. In the last quarter of the 
17th Century, church schools were established in every parish which brought at least some formal educ
ation within the reach of countryf olk and the lower social classes in towns. The middle and upper classes 
were largely catered for, as hitherto by various types of longstanding educational establishments and 
the Grammar schools opened at Tartu and Tallinn. In 1632 the Grammar school at Tartu was elevated 
to University status. It was also the policy of the Lutheran Church that religious teaching and sermons 
should be available to the people in their own language. To this end reading material in Estonian began 
to appear which was, at first, mainly of a religious nature but towards the middle of the 17th Century 
other literature and some grammatical handbooks were also published. This laid the foundations and 
helped considerably towards a uniform written language. These improvements brought educational 
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standards in Estonia to the level of other Northern Countries and towards the end of the 17th Century 
most young people were able to read. 

During this long peaceful period conditions and standards had greatly improved for all. There
fore it was that much more unfortunate when in 1695-96, following crop failures in the Baltic Lands 
which also affected Finland and Sweden, famine struck and during the winter 1696-97 the situation 
became so bad that a large number of people died from starvation. This disaster coupled with the 
Great Northern War which began in 1700 brought much hardship and suffering to the people once again. 
But despite these difficulties and setbacks this period has gone into Estonian folklore as the "golden 
Swedish reign". 

Postal History: The Swedish Period 
Although it seems fairly certain that a kind of mail service existed in Estonia in the 15th and 16th 

Centuries for the benefit of merchants and traders in the Hanseatic League towns, and that couriers were 
used by the Teutonic Order to deliver their mail, these facilities were not available to everyone and cannot 
be classed as postal services in the true sense of the word. The beginnings of Estonian postal history 
therefore belong to the Swedish period when services were established which could be used by all. 

The first regular mail service in Sweden was set up in 1620 as a semi-private venture for merchants' 
correspondence and ran from Stockholm via Markaryd to Hamburg. 

In 1624 Axel Oxenstierna submitted a nine paragraph memorandum in which he set out pro
posals for a national service and outlined a number of routes covering the entire country. He proposed 
Stockholm-Castelholm-Tofsala-Turku-Porkkala and from there across the Gulf of Finland to 
Tallinn as the fifth route and envisaged that all mail from Estonia and Livonia should be assembled at 
Tallinn for forwarding to Stockholm and other destinations in Sweden and Finland, via that route. Oxen
stierna's proposals, however, did not find sufficient support in Rigsdag (Swedish Parliament) and the 
matter was put aside. 

In 1632, Jacob Becker established a courier and mail service in Estonia as a private venture. Based 
at Tartu this operated to Riga and other places in the area. He had ideas of enlarging and widening 
this service and in a letter to Tallinn Town Council in Aug. 1632 proposed a regular mail and passenger 
service to Germany and Western Europe via Tartu and Riga. He became the first postmaster at Tartu 
and later also operated services on a large scale under contract to the Swedish Government. After his 
death in 1672 these activities were continued by his son-in-law Statius Stein. 

Since Oxenstierna's memorandum, postal services had been established in other countries (Den
mark in 1624, France in 1627) and the question came to the fore again. Eventually a Royal Proclam
ation was issued in Stockholm on the 20 Feb. 1636 which enabled a centrally operated system to be set 
up in the Kingdom of Sweden and laid down regulations and guidelines as to how this should be carried 
out. The proclamation, under the title "Forordning Oh Post-Badhen" consisted of 18 paragraphs and 
reads as follows: 

"We Christina, by God's Grace Chosen Queen and Hereditary Duchess of Swedes, Goths and 
Wends, Grand Duchess of Finland, Duchess of Estonia and Karelia, Dame of Ingermanland, hereby 
declare and authorize that, after due consideration, safe and regular Postal Services shall be established 
in all Provinces throughout Our State in order to ease the transport duties of Our obedient Subjects in 
the countryside. Therefore We have devised and published the following Postal Regulations which 
must be adhered to by carriers and all others. 
Given in Our Palace at Stockholm this day, the 20th February 1636 

1. A sworn farmer or postman, preferably someone able to read and write, must be appointed every 
two, or at the most three, "miles", ("mile=a league=5280 yards or 4828 metres) as roads and con
ditions demand, who should have in his service two labourers, and as soon as he hears the approach
ing sound of the posthorn make himself ready to receive mail and proceed without delay, be it day 
or night and regardless of weather. 

2. The messenger is to be allowed two hours for each ''mile." Those who take longer shall be pun
ished by 8 days imprisonment on bread and water. 

3. Post-farmers everywhere must keep footpaths in good repair so that the messenger may proceed 
without hindrance during daylight or darkness. Where there are bogs or streams-place planks or 
tree-trunks over them, similarity provide all walls and fences with stiles for the convenience of mess
engers. 

4. Should the messengers meet each other en route, they must exchange mail and return in order to 
speed services as much as possible. 
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5. Every messenger must be provided with a badge worn 011 the chest, posthorn and a staff. When 
approaching his destination he must blow his horn in order to warn his relief to be ready in good 
time. 

6. Messengers everywhere must use footpaths as far as possible and not twisting roads. Messengers 
must agree between themselves as to the routes to be used in order to avoid misunderstandings and 
the possibility of passing each other unnoticed. 

7. When the messenger with mail reaches his destination he must rest there for two or three hours. 
until another messenger arrives from the opposite direction and hands over his mail so that he may 
take it with him. 

8. No messenger may allow himself to be delayed en route by anyone, whoever he may be, by talking 
or telling stories or for any other reason, but must complete his journey without delay. Disobedience 
of this rule is punishable by four weeks imprisonment on bread and water. 

9. All post-farmers must endeavour to employ servants and messengers able to read and write, and 
applicants so qualified must be given preference over all others. 

10. Post-farmers will be responsible for forwarding mail from outlying places and must not neglect 
it but place it in the postbag for delivery to the appropriate destination. 

11 . The postbag must be examined by all post-farmers and if there are any letters for other destinations 
they must be taken out and held until the next forwarding opportunity. Sealed bundles must not 
be interfered with under any circumstances until they have reached their destination. 

12. If the messenger is not available when mail arrives or because of illness is unable to go, the post
farmer himself must perform this duty and in pain of losing his liberty on four wee.ks imprisoLment 
must ensure that mail shall not suffer the slightest delay. 

13. All post-farmers who receive or find a letter in the postbag which is addressed to a noble.man in 
their neighbourhood must arrange for this letter to be delivered. For this service he is entitled 
to receive two ore in silver coin and must, each time, inform the recipient of this charge which he 
may keep for his trouble. If the recipient wishes to send a reply, he must deliver this at his own 
expense to the post office for forwarding. 

14. All post-farmers must take note as regards the messengers--of the times they leave or arrive with 
mail and that they are available, and in pain of the above mentioned punishment ensure that mail 
will not suffer the least delay. 

15. In all towns, be they large or small, an able and qualified person who can read and write must be 
appointed and authorized to receive all mail for that place and also collect all mail from that place 
and forward it in bundles or packages. He must swear an oath that he is prepared to carry out these 
duties to the best of his ability. 

16. A charge of two ore is payable on all letters delivered by him (as mentioned in paragraph 13) which 
he may keep as a reward for his conscientious service. · 

17. Postmasters in all towns must ensure and swear an oath that mail will not be held up for more than 
half an hour. 

18. · That these Postal Regulations can take effect and be implemented within the law, all Governors 
and Landmasters in all Provinces and Towns are required to uphold This Our Proclamation and 
ensure that those who defy these Regulations are suitably punished." 

According to these guidelines a relay system of runners was to be set up on all the envisaged routes, 
who were to carry mail from one post-farm to another between towns where postmasters were appointed 
and post offices opened. · 

Although in Sweden the actual organization and appointment of postmasters began almost 
immediately, in Finland, Estonia and other lands under Swedish rule at the time, this took a little longer. 
In Estonia these services did not come into operation until the late summer of 1638 when the Finsk
Liflandske route, intended to serve these provinces, was established. This followed roughly the line 
proposed by Oxenstiema 14 years earlier and ran from Stockholm via Vaddo and the Aland Islands to 
Turku in Finland where it branched out. One route went north to Raumo, Pori, Vasa and Oulu, the 
other east to Porkkala and Helsinki, Porvoo, Viborg, Nyen and round the Gulf to Narva. From Pork
kala, mail was transported by boatmen across the Gulf of Tallinn where the route again branched out 
to various destinations in Estonia and Livonia (see map on p. 1 of central illustrations). 

In Estonia and Livonia the organization of routes caused the Government considerable difficulty. 
Because of the feudal system it was not possible to establish post-farms in the countryside or employ 
farm labourers as runners, and the transportation of mail between post offices had to be entrusted to 
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private operators under contract. These operators used riders on horseback. This involved resting 
places along the main roads which eventually evolved into horsepost-stations. 

From 1634 onwards the entire system went over to mailriders which speeded up services con
siderably and the mail-rider or "Postellion" became a familiar sight on country roads. 

The seacrossing between Estonia and the Finnish coast was operated by local farmer-fishermen 
in boats specially built for the purpose. They were paid for their services and freed from certain dues 
and taxes. The intention was to cross the Gulf once a week in both directions. This could be achieved 
in good conditions but the return trip took anything from three to five days. In bad weather and at 
certain times of the year it could take much longer and delay mail for considerable periods, especially 
in the spring when drifting ice made conditions very difficult if not altogether impossible. There were 
times when all mail had to be sent via Narva and round the eastern end of the Gulf of Finland. 

In an effort to speed services, direct sea-routes from Estonia to Sweden were in operation at various 
times: Tallinn-Stockholm 1647 to 1690 and 1700 to 1710, Parnu-Stralsund in 1701. 

Towards the end of the 17th century there were 8 post offices in Estonia; Tallinn (Reva!), Narva 
(Narwa), Rakvere (Wesenberg), Tartu (Dorpat), Parnu (Pernau), Haapsalu (Hapsal), Kuresaare (Arens
burg), and Valga (Walk). They were normally open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. (later from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.) 
six days a week. Great care was taken of mail and, in a sense, all letters were registered. Every letter 
handed in at a post office was recorded in a ledger. In addition all letters to a given destination were 
entered on a card or waybill, tied in bundles together with the waybill, wrapped in cloth or paper and 
sometimes sealed with the postmaster's personal wax seal. The manuscript figures often found on letters 
of this period do not denote the fee paid but the number under which this particular letter was entered 
on the waybill. 

It was customary for the mail-rider to announce his approach by blowing his horn and often 
, a small crowd gathered at the post office to await his arrival. In those days the arrival of mail was some
thing of an event in people's daily life; besides carrying letters the mailrider also brought posters and pro
clamations issued by the Governor or King, and newspapers. During the later part of Swedish reign 
two newspapers were published in Estonia. The "Revalische Post Zeitung" in Tallinn from 1689 to 
1710 and the "Narvische Post Zeitung" at Narva for a short period around the turn of the century. 

Upon arrival at their destination, letters were checked against the waybill which was then 'nailed' 
to the office wall where it could be consulted by anyone interested. After a month or so these waybills 
were sent to the Postal Administration in Stockholm for accounting purposes. It sometimes happened 
that bills were 'lost' for various reasons, causing much concern to the accounting department. 

Mail had to be claimed from the post office. Delivery was sometimes arranged, but for this 
service an additional sum of 2 ore was payable by the addressee. 

A list of tariffs was first published in 1638 and gives some idea as to the charges and distances 
involved. According to this, a letter from Stockholm to Narva (a distance of 1835 km.) cost 14 ore in 
silver coin and took 14 days 7 hours to complete the journey. A letter from Tallinn to Helsinki cost 
4 ore. 

Some of the ledgers used at the post offices have survived. The one for Tartu for example shows 
that on the 11 Feb. 1688, 59 letters left the office. 36 to Tallinn, 15 to Narva, 7 to Stockholm and 1 
to Abo. 

According to another ledger mail dispatched from Parnu office on the 10 Jan. 1688 consisted of 
the following items: 
To Tallinn six letters and one bundle from Kuresaare 
To Tartu one letter and one bundle from Kuresaare 
To Narva : two letters and one bundle from Haapsalu 
To Stockholm : five letters and one bundle from Haapsalu 
Three days later, on the 13 Jan. mail left the same office in the opposite direction-to Riga-and con
sisted of 27 letters, one bundle of mail from Rakvere and one bundle from Kuresaare. 

Mail to Germany and other destinations in Western Europe went via Riga. Tallinn post office 
records show, for example, that on 15 Dec. 1687 five foreign letters were dispatched en route to Riga 
(the exact destinations are not recorded) together with a considerable amount of mail for inland post 
offices to the south of Tallinn. 

Postmasters were servants of the Crown and great efforts were made to appoint someone suit
able and properly qualified for the position. The Postal Administration stressed at various times that 
post offices should be located in town centres. Presumably this was taken into consideration when 
postmasters were appointed. There were no purpose-built offices in Estonia and the person appointed 
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was expected to be able to provide suitable premises, which may have been a room in a house or a counter 
in a shop. The postmasters received a salary and an expenses-allowance for such items as candles, paper 
and ink. As a rule they also had some other trade or occupation and only part of their time was spent 
on postal business. 

Not much information is available as regards salaries of postmasters, but an official estimate 
for 1688 as to the general running cost of services gives the following figures: Postmaster at Tallinn 500 
silver thaler, book-keeper 200 silver thaler. At the same time cost of transportation of mail between 
Tallinn and Parnu and Tallinn and Rakvere was estimated at 480 silver thaler. 
Parnu, postmaster - 80 silver thaler, office expenses - 8 silver thaler. 
Tartu, postmaster - 200 silver thaler, office expenses - 20 silver thaler. 
Transportation of mail between Tartu and Rakvere - 200 silver thaler. 
Rakvere, postmaster - 50 silver thaler, expenses - 5 siiver thaler. 

Quite a few cases have been recorded where postmasters were dissatisfied with their salaries or 
allowances, and in a letter to Stockholm in 1659 the postmaster of Parnu, Hans Bohnsack, complained 
that he had received no salary at all for seven years. 

When a postmaster died his widow was usually granted a year's "grace." That is, she received 
her husband's salary and other benefits for one year. Also, quite often the widow was appointed as 
postmaster in her husband's place. When the above mentioned Hans Bohnsack died in 1659 after 7 
years' service, his widow was appointed and ran the office for another 17 years . 

. Some postmasters were also very conscious of their status and felt that this should be recognized 
by the community. The last Swedish postmaster at Tartu, Andreas Max complained to the Town Coun
cil that the pew allocated to him in church did not reflect his true standing in the community 
and demanded that this should be rectified immediately. 

Official mail from various Government departments was free. In the early days these letters 
were usually marked in manuscript with the word "FRIBREF" meaning a free letter. Often a shortened 
version "FRBR" was used and sometimes simply the letter "F." Towards the end of 1685 a small cir
cular handstamp about 15mm. in diameter bearing the Royal Crown and either the letter "F" for Fri 
(free) or "B" for Betalt (paid) began to appear. These were at first made of wood, which did not last 
very long, and were soon replaced by metal. 

Around the year 1700 a metal handstamp denoting the office of origin in fairly large letters was 
taken into use at Stockholm , Similar handstamps, usually called the "banderole" type, are known to 
have been used at two post offices in Estonia: inTallinn 1708 -1710 and inParnu in 1710 (see Figs. 1 and 
2 on p. 1 of central illustrations). Of the "Pernau" handstamp only two examples are known to exist. 
Both are in official archives, one in Stockholm and the other in Tallinn. The "Reval" handstamp is 
not quite so rare and a few examples are in private collections. 

At least one instance is known when censorship of mail was imposed. On the 24 March 1657 
the Governor of Estonia; Bengt Horn, issued an order under which all letters arriving in Tallinn from 
Tartu or leaving Tallinn for that town had to be submitted to him for censoring; the Russians had invaded 
Livonia, and preswnably the Governor wanted to avoid any unfavourable reports from that area reaching 
Tallinn by letter, or information as to Swedish military preparations being passed to Tartu. 

The Swedish Postal Organization in Estonia came to an end in the swnmer of 1710 when many 
of the postmasters were forced to close their offices for the last time and seek refuge in Finland or Sweden 
froin the advancing Russian armies. 

"VIA NASLEDNIK" 
data from B. K. E. Lewis on behalf of his son Paul 

With reference to the Aus Russland article in B.J.R.P. 53, Mr. Lewis writes to describe a cover 
in his son's collection which is an interesting variant of Route 6D ('via Hamburg'), as this entire from St. 
Petersburg in-Oct. 1838 to London is inscribed 'via Naslednik and Hamburg steamer,' with no mention 
of Lubeck. The other marks are normal. As 'naslednik' means 'heir,' it seems that we have a steamer 
name in the inscription-the 'Naslednik' is one of the three ships named in the VdV 1839 Pyroscaphe 
service between St. Petersburg and Lubeck-ref. Route 6B in B.J.R.P. 53 article. 
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AUS RUSSLAND-Addendum 2 
data from R. Pitio 

Among the covers which Mr. Pitio has described to us are two which are well worth noting, both 
with what in itself is a fairly common mark, Type Ry5, as used on Route 4B :-

(a) from Odessa (undated oval type) via Berslau and Berlin etc. to Marseille. The Breslau 
mark is dated 14 Oct. 1854, so here is another cover with rare early use of Ry5. 

(b) also from Odessa to Marseille and along the same route. The Odessa mark is 24 Jan. 1869 
and Breslau is 11 Feb. 1869. The Ry5 mark is in blue, recorded in this colour in B.J .R.P. 53 
only for 1867/68. 

~ 

ROUTING OF TPO's TO 1917 
by Ian L. G. Baillie 

Introduction 
The B.J.R.P. 55 article by N. Luchnik defines the termini of T.P.O.s for many years in the period 

1872-1917, and demonstrates how the significance of the T.P 0. number can vary widely according to 
the date of use. This is of course of particular importance when interpreting the marks up to the pro
gressive introduction .rom 1903 of the cancellers with terminal names plus the numbers. My main 
purpose in the present artic:e is to bring together the information on three different aspects:-

(a) the T.P.O. terminals 
(b) the dates of openings of rai'.ways 
(c) the railway routes (based mainly on the 1912/13 winter Russian Railway Timetable). 

in order to examne the actual routes followed over the years by the T.P.O.s. Whilst this exercise has 
no absolute certainty, it g;ves in general a high confidence that the correlat:ons between T.P.O. termini 
and the rail routes they followed as the rail system developed can be identified. 

Note.: a list of sources is given at the end o. this article, following the tables. 

General Observations 
Sources do not always agree, particularly on opening dates. Perhaps Prigara was aiming more at 

T.P.O. opening dates than railway dates, but this hardly covers the situation when his date precedes the 
Westwood date-such disagreements are recorded below without comment, and I leave readers to draw 
their own conclusions. We must of course also note that Westwood clearly states that his dates are 
opening of complete sections, and that subsections "might be opened years earlier," and wonder whether 
there is a real distinction for some lines between "completion date" and "opening date." 

The 1912/13 Timetable is I feel the most precise of my sources on the Imperial rail system although 
it only applies at that specific date. I have therefore used 1t below as the primary reference. This time
table lists routes in blocks as follows:-

-routes 1- 48 local routes, which I have largely excluded, treating only those recorded 

-routes 51-149 
-routes 150-250 
-routes 251-274 

as having T.P.O.s 
Western Russia Railway routes 
Eastern Russia, Eastern China and South Manchuria Railway routes 
Finnish Railway routes, excluded below as already described by Knighton & 
Kethro in B.J.R.P. 23 

The allocation of these routes to the various operating railway companies at that date is given by Kethro 
& Barry in Rossica 57, 58, 59 and 61. 

The "Ketbro" Railway Map and Town Codes 
As a supplement to B.J R.P. 26, the late Bi'! Kethro provided us with a 12-sheet map (with H6 

enlarged on an additional sheet) covering the 1912/13 Timetable railway system, (excluding Finland, the 
ext1e;ne north, and most of Asia) and a 6-sheet list of town names, each with its code number as shown 
on the map and the map reference A-M downwards and 1-12 horizontally). In spite of the care 
taken in its compilation (and I speak feelingly as I helped Bill at the time) various detail errors rema.ned, 
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and these are given below as:-
T ABLE 1 : corrections required to the 6-sheet town code list, 
TABLE 2: corrections required to the 12-sheet maps. 

There are of course various minor transliteration problems, but I have excluded those from Table 1 
(I have used the B.J.R.P. 52 system, of course, herein', as it is anyway not always the case that postmark 
and timetable spelling agree in the Russian! I appreciate that these details will take a little time to 
insert, but I recommend that they are completed as an essential prerequisite to correlating T.P.O.s to 
railway routes. 

Additional towns arise in considering the progressive extension of the Russian railway system, 
in new towns occurring in the Luchnik B.J.R.P. 55 list, and in particular in extending from the 1912/13 
to the 1917 (Luchnik end date) systems. I give these as follows: 

TABLE 3: additions required to the 6-sheet town code list, 
MAP (p. 2 of central illustrations): eastward extension of Kethro maps, but entirely diagram

matic not geographical format, 
and recommend that that the Table 3 towns within the scope of the 12-sheet map should be inserted. 
The method of doing so is given later below. 

I have started the new Table 3 rst at 701 so that one looks to Tab~e 3 for 701 plus, and to the 
Kethro 6-sheet list (plus Table 1 corrections) for lower numbers. 

The Unnumbered T.P.O.s 
The Prigara list is given by Kethro and myself in our B.J.R.P. 26 article, and I have managed to 

locate a few of those routes unlocated at that time. I have not attempted to allocate town codes to all 
the termini of these unnumbered T.P.O.s but have included enough information herein for them to be 
located directly by town name. 

Marks of the unnumbered T.P.O.s are, of course, generally extremely elusive, so that the more 
limited treatment afforded to them seems sufficient-particularly in terms of limiting the number of 
additional entries to be made on the maps. 
T.P.O. Routes and Dates of Operation 

I have used the Luchnik B.J.R.P. 55 dates for the numbered T.P.O.'s and where I quote 2 dates 
the first is the Luchnik date for that pair of termini, and the second is the Luchnik date for the super
ceding pair of termini. 

Attention is drawn to the B.J.R.P. 55 comments on the significance of the Luchnik dates-so 
that the only, and the first, dates I quote may be later than the actual first running of the T.P.O. between 
that pair of termini, and the second dates will be later than the closure date. 

Where I give only a single date, Luchnik implies no subsequent change up to 1917, and I make 
the same approach. 

I have no dates for the elusive unnumbered T.P.O. routes, although in Table 4 I sequence them 
with the Luchnik T.P.O.s in what might be the appropriate order. 

Location of the T.P.O. Routes 
Having given the necessary corrections and additions in Tables 1-3, we can now treat the correlat

ion of rail routes and T.P.O.s. 
In TABLE 4 there is a complete list of the 1912/13 Timetable ('TT') railway routes from 51 to 

250, and the notes preceding Table 4 describe how it is compiled. 
To transfer the TT routes to the maps is the next stop to be taken. I recommend that the TT 

route number is added to the Kethro map for each line joining each pair of towns; to assist this, I have 
quoted the Kethro grid reference (or *Nor *S for the map on p. 2 of the central illustrations) for the 
termini of each TT route, and it is a simple matter to locate one terminus and mark each section to the 
other terminus, for each TT route in turn. Personally I found a red ball-point pen ideal for this. 

As a few of the "local lines" (given in the Timetable in the Routes 1-48 group) carry T.P.O.s, 
those which do are listed in TABLE 5-these can be marked and numbered on the Kethro map just as 
the Table 4 lines. 

As the Luchnik list and the Prigara unnumbered list both involve some rail lines not in use in 
1912, extra lines are required; these are listed as Rl-R38 in TABLE 6. Methods of locating the towns 
involved on the Kethro map are given in Table 6, and when the lines are inserted they can be marked as 
Rl-R38 just as the TT 51-250 lines can (see above) be marked. 

The T.P.O. routes which I have failed to locate are listed in TABLE 7. Perhaps there are some 
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errors, or town/station name changes which confuse, or lines were discontinued after a very short time. 
Anyone who can help (after reading Adler on p. 26 of B.J.R.P. 28) is asked to contact the Editor. 

Finally, in checking and locating the unnumbered T.P.O. routes, I found a few errors in the 
B.J.R.P. 26 article, and these I list in TABLE 8. 

Use of Data to Trace a T.P.O. Route 

Assume that one starts with a cancellation which either gives the T.P.O. number alone (the older 
types), that plus the termini names (the newer oval type), or the termini names on:y (the unnumbered 
type). The method of using the data now available is as follows:-

(1) if termini names are not included in the cancellation, use the B.J.R.P. 55 Luchnik article to 
establish the T.P.O. termini from the number plus the date. Start at (2) if the term ni names 
are known. 

(2) from the amended Kethro town code list or Table 3, find the Kethro grid reference (or the 
*N/*S reference) 

(3) locate the termini on the amended Kethro map (or on p.2 of central illustrations if *N/*S 
reference) 

(4) identify the TT numbers on the amended Kethro map for the possible rail routes which could 
have been followed (if *N/*S, use p. 2 map) 

(5) from the Col. 4 entries in Table 4 (TT 51-250), Table 5 (TT 1-48) or Table 6 (Rl-38) for the 
TT numbers so identified, determine the likely rail route followed. 

Concluding Remarks 

It is appreciated that the use of this article requires initially some work in amending the Kethro 
map and annotating the TT routes on it. Nevertheless, once that is complete, a method is available 
for locating the exact route followed by most of the T.P.O.s Personally, I have found this analysis most 
useful in correcting former misroutings in the write-up of covers with Russian T.P.O. marks, and I hope 
that readers will equally find enjoyment in checking their own collections. 

Had funds been sufficient, a revised Kethro map would have been provided-perhaps in the 
future this may be a possibility. 

TABLE 1: CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE TO KETHRO TOWN CODE LIST 

5 ALEKSANDROVO to be ALEKSANDROPOL 
102 DUNIEVKA to be LUNIEVKA 
142 GORA CALVARIA to be GORA KALVARIYA 
193 KATIV IVANOVSKI to be KATAV IVANOVSKII ZAVOD 
225 KOPIUKOVKA to be KORYUKOVKA 
273 LEBEINSKAIA to be LEBEDINSKA YA 
348 NONOMINSK to be NOVOMINSK 
349 NONOROSSISK to be NOVOROSSIISK 
365 OKHNITSA to be OKNITSA 
373 OSINOVICHI to be OSIPOVICHI 
441a SABUNCHI to be SURAKHANYI, and LlO not MlO 
448 SAZANKA to be SAZANKA PRISTAN 
455 SIGNAEVO to be SIGNAEVKA 
464 SLOBODKA to be POKROVSKAYA SLOBODA 
466 SMILTEN to be C3 not H3 
493 TALVOLZHANKA to be TA VOLZHANKA 
496 TARTAR to be TARTAK 
502 (first) TKVIBULI to be 501a 
507 TROSKUROVO to be TROEKUROVO 
527 UNGENI to be H3 not H8 
530 URIOPINO to be URIUPINO 
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TABLE 2: CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE TO KETHRO MAP 

Sheet 1 (A/ D & 1/3) 
B3: line from 8 going to 197 should go instead direct to 418 
Sheet 3 (A/ D & 7 /9) 
C7: line from 333 going to 178 shou'd go instead to 118 
Sheet 4 (A/D & 10/12) 
D12: line from 113 (Cll) going to 391, should go instead to 73 
Sheet 5 (E/H & 1/3) 
El: 465 shown NW of 219 should be on line SE from 219 to 461; presumably the 465/289 line crosses 

the 219/544 line as there is no common station 
El : 559 should be S of 289 because the 289/219 line and the 289/465 line both pass through 559 
E2: insert line joining 48 to 570, and continue to 30 (E3) 
E3: insert 813 on 295/59 line; insert line joining 30 to 93 
Fl: insert short line 139/723a, close to 139/471 line as latter has a station 'Dombrova' 
Sheet 6 (E/H & 4/6) 
E4: on 549/154 line, insert 806 from which (either N or S: I have been unable to establish which) 

insert 806/812 line 
F6: on 369/143 line, insert 776 close to 369 
H5: number Ekaterinoslav as 726; 
H5: insert 769 on 10/6 line 
E6: insert 775a on 191/242 line close to 191; line from 548 going to 191 should go instead to 775a 
Sheet 6A (H6 enlarged) 
H6: at the top, insert line joining 339 & 187 
H6: top right, number Lugansk as 722 
H6: a little N of centre, the lines from 173 & 453 should join a little before entering 92 
H6: a little NW of centre, insert line joining 396 & 335 
H6: at left, centre, insert a line joining 144 & 363, crossing the 223/592 line, and correct spelling of 

YASINOVATAYA 
Sheet 7 (E/H & 7/9) 
F8: note that 448 is (ref. Table 1) Sazanka Pristan, not Sazanka. On opposite (E) bank of R. Volga, 

464 should be opposite 445 with a short line S to 786 (Sazanka itself) opposite 448. It is from 786 
that the line should run E via 528 & 119 to 807 

H8: reverse numbers 100 and 247, as it is 247 which is the junction on the line running W from 509 
E9: number Melekess (note corrected spelling) as 763a 
Sheet 8 (E/H & 10/12) 
FlO: insert 807, due S of 61 on line from W continued from F9 on Sheet 7 
Sheet 11 (J/M & 7/9) 
K7: the branchline system with towns 308, 44, 215 and 605 should all be moved some 2¼ inches to 

the right into K8 
L8: insert 767 on 498/26 (Sheet 12) line close to 498; line from 5 going to 498 should go instead to 

767 
M8: insert short line from 5 to W to town 714 
Sheet 12 (JIM & 10/12) 
Ll0: note that, as in Table 1, 441a should be Surakhanyi, not Sabunchi (which is the only intermediate 

station on the 24/441a line) 

TABLE 3: ADDITIONS REQUIRED TO TOWN CODE LIST 

Columns: 
(I) New town code 
(2) Kethro map reference (A-M, 1-12) 

*denotes shown on p. 2 of central illustrations; N & S denote Northern and southern Asiatic systems 
respectively 

(3) TT Route No. on which the town lies (the prefix R denotes new routes quoted at the end of Table 4 
(4) town name 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

701 J6 RS AKHTARI 763 *N 173, 173v MANCHZHURIYA 
702 J4 Rl0, 11 AKKERMAN 763a E9 162v MELEKESS 
703 ( =341) ALAPAEVSK 764 *S 245, 247 MERY 
704 *N R16, 23 ALTAISK 764a B4 103 MORSKAYA PRISTAN 
705 C3 53a ALT SHVANENBURG 765 (?) 94 MOZHEIKA 
706 •s 246 ANDIZHAN 765a *N 174b MUKDEN 
707 151 ARKHANGELSK 766 *S R17 NAMANGAN 

(N. of A7) 766a B4 51 NARVA 
708 H6 R8 ARTEMOVSKII 767 L8 231, 238 NAVTLUG 
708a H3 126 BALTA 767a *N R37 NERCHINSK (TOWN) 
709 H3 121 BYELTSI 768 *N 173v, 174 NIKOLSK USSURISKII 
710 BlO 177 BEREZNJKI 769 H5 144b NIKOPOL 
710a K6 221a BIELORIECHENSKA YA 770 *N 172, R23 NOVONIKOLAEVSK 
711 *N R16 BIISK 771 (=280) NOVOTORZHSK 
712 *N R30 BLAGOVYESHCHENSK 772 *N 172 OB 
713 (=53) BOGNADOVICH 773 E3 63b OLITA 
714 G3 119 BORKI-VELKI 774 *N 172 OMSK 
715 *S 248 BUKHARA 775 CS 66g OSTASHKOV 
716 H9 190 BUZAN 775a E6 181a OZHERELE 
716a *N 174a CHAN-CHUN 776 F6 108 PESOCHNAYA 
717 *S 245 CHARDZHUI 777 L9 220 PETROVSK 
718 *S 245/6 CHERNYAEVO 778 F3 88 PINSK 
719 ElO 170 CHISHMYE 779 G4 114, Rl PIRYATIN 
720 *N 173 CHITA 779a H4 126 POMOSHNAYA 
721 *S 249a CHUST 780 *N 174d PORT ARTUR 
722 *N 174a, d DALNII 780a *N 173a PRIISKOVAYA 
723 C3 52 DERPT (YURIEV) (NERCHINSK STATION) 
723a FI 73 DOMBROVA 781 K6 R22 PROTOKA 

GORNAYA 781a B4 102 PUSHCHINO 
724 •s R17 DZHALALABAD 782 ES 92 RADITSA 
725 Cll R4, 9, 17 EGORSHINO ( = RZHANITSA) 
726 HS 145 EKATERINOSLAV 783 F2 R6 RAZVATOV 
726a H4 126 ELIZA VETGRAD 783a *N R36 REINOVO 
727 (?) (94) ETKANI 784 •s R19 SAMSONOVO 
728 D2 62 EYDTKUHNEN 785 M7 R3l SARIKAMISH 
729 JS 140 FEDOROVKA 786 F8 190 SAZANKA 
729a C3 54b FELLIN 787 *N R23 SEMIPALATINSK 
729b C4 (51+) GDOV 788 (=208) SEREDINA BUDA 
730 •s 246,247a GORCHAKOVO 788a D6 155 SERGIEV POSAD 
730a G3 R24 GRECHANY 788b E6 108 SERPUKHOV 
731 L8 (225) GURDZHAANI 789 Cl2 R3 SHADRINSK 
732 *N 174 IMAN 790 G3 116, R24 SHEPETOVKA 
733 *N 172, 173 INNOKENTEVSKA YA 790a D7 153 SHUYA 
734 *N 172, 173 IRKUTSK 790b El 67 SKALMERZHITSE 
735 •s 245, 248 KAGAN 791 *S 247a SKOBELEVO 
736 C3 53a KALCHENAU 791a *N R30 SKOVORODINO 
737 G3 R24 KAMENETS POD. 792 *N R26 SLAVGOROD 
738 *N 173, 173a KARYMSKAYA 793 *N 173a SRYETENSK 
739 M8 190a KARS 793a J6 222a STAROMINSKAYA 
740 *S Rl9, 20 KARSHI 794 H6 144b TSAREKONSTANTIN-
741 RlS KEM (N. of AS) OVKA 
742 *N R30 KERAK 795 *N 173b TAIGA 
743 (=768) KETRITSEVO 796 *N R30 TALDAN 
744 *N 174 KHABAROVSK 797 •s 171, 245 TASHKENT 
745 *N 173v, g KHARBIN 798 *N 172, R26 TATARSKAYA 
746 E7 180 KHRUSHCHEVO 799 B12 R4 TAVDA 
747 (=555) KIBARTY 800 LS (225) TELAV 
748 H3 123 KISHTNEV 801 •s R19 TERMEZ 
749 •s R20 KITAB 801a J6 RS TIMASHEVSKA YA 
750 HS 144b KITSKA= KICHKAS 801b H3 123 TIRASPOL 
750a •s 245 KIZIL ARVAT 802 *N 176 TIUMEN 
751 •s 246, 249a KOKAND 803 *N 173b TOMSK 
752 (?) (173b) KOLCHUGINO 804 D5 66g TOROPETS 
753 F3 116b, R14,21 KOROSTEN 805 K6 R7 TUAPSE 
754 Lll 245, 249 KRASNOVODSK 806 E4 93v UBOROK 
755 *N 172 KRASNOYARSK 807 FI0 190a URALSK 
755a K6 221 KRYMSKAYA 807a B3 51 VEZENBERG 
756 *N 173g KUANCHENTSZY 808 *N 173v VLADIVOSTOK 
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756a *N 173a KUENGA 809 (=572) VOLNOVAKHA 
756b B3 R29 KUNDA 810 D5 65d VOLOKOLAMSK 
757 JlO 220 KUSHEVKA 811 (=723) YURIEV 
758 •s 247 KUSHKA 812 E4 93g ZAVISHIN 
759 E12 Rl3 KUSTENAI 813 E3 88 ZHABINKA 
760 F6 182 LEBEDYAN 814 *N 172 ZIMA 
761 J3 711 LEIPCHIGSKA YA 815 D11 170 ZLATOUST 
762 H6 204 LUGANSK 

TABLE 4: TT ROUTES, OPENING DATES, AND THEIR TPOs 

Columns: 
(1) TT Route No. (1912/13 Winter Russian Railway Timetable)-the prefix R denotes new routes, and 

these are added in arbitrary sequence in Table 6. 
(2) Town codes on Route; Kethro map references ( or *N or *S as Table 3 col. 2) are given for the termini 

of the Route, to facilitate location. Followed by length of Route m versts 
(3) Such information as I have been able to glean on opening dates 

(P) = Prigara date (ref. B.J.R.P. 3) } No indication of source means that these 2 sources agree 
(W) = Westwood date on the date 
(H) = Harmsworth atlas (about 1907-abbreviated to 'c 1907' in Table 4) 
(S) = information in Saardson notes on Estonia 
Other sources are directly quoted. 

(4) My allocation of Luchnik T.P.O. routes (B.J.R.P. 55), and the Prigara ('P') unnumbered T.P.O. 
routes (B.J.R.P. 26), to the railway system. Usually the allocation is obvious from the TT ra.lway 
system plus the opening dates but sometimes I have also been guided by more recent maps and in a 
few instances I have had to give probab.e ('prob') and possible ('poss) choices, and to leave the 
reader to form his own opinion-maybe in these circumstances covers wi,I be found which steer 
the choice, and information would be welcomed. 

TTNo. Towns and Length Opening Dates TPOs 

51 441 (B4)-278-135-766a-807a- Opened 1870-operational 1872/81 :135-418: TPO 39/40 part 
495-418 (B3); 346v (S) 1 Oct. 1870 1881/06: all TPO 39/40 

1906/13: TPO 39/40 part 
1913/17: 441-495: TPO 39/40 part 
1913: 495-418: TPO 89/90 part 
1917: TPO 39/40 part 

(51A 766a (B4)-729b (C4): No rail connection 
say) 'Autobus;' 766a is on TT51, 

halfway from 135 to 495, 
and 729b due S halfway 
to 400 

52 495 (B3)---723-541-573- 495-723 operational (S) 1881/91 : 495-723: all TPO 89/0 
423 (C3); 341v 1876; 541-423 open (W) 1891/13: all TPO 89/0 

1889; 723-541, 184v, 1913/17: TPO 39/0 part 
shown complete on (W) 
1890 map; whole line corn-
plete (S) 1887. 

53 423 (C3)-512 (C2); 60v Shown on (H) c1907 map P unnumbered TPO 
53a 541 (C3)-705-736-475 (C3) Not shown on (W) 1890 1903/16: all TPO 271/2 

197v map; built (S) 1903 and 1916 1st/2nd: 541-736; all TPO 271/2 
shown on (H) c1907 map 1916 2nd: 541-705; all TPO 271/2 

1916: TPO 351/2 pair poss. 
54 418 (B3)-197-29 (B3); 45v Operational (S) 1 Oct. 1872/81 : TPO 39/0 part 

Note; 418-197 also part of 1870 P: 197-29: unnumbered TPO 
TT58a 

54a 541 (C3)-315-383 (C3); Not shown on (W) 1890 1900: TPO 125/6 part 
117v map; complete (S) 1896; 

shown on (H) cl907 map 
54b 418 (B3)-8-729a-315 (C3); Not shown on (W) 1890 S: 1896/01: 729a-315: unnumbered 

184v map; 729a-315 built (S) TPO 
1896; completed (S) 1901 1904 (S: 1901): all TPO 239/0 

54v 8 (B3)-54 (B3); 13v Not on (W) maps; P unnumbered TPO 
opened (S) 1901; shown 
on (H) cl907 map 
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54g 

55 

56 
57 

58 
58a 

59 

60 
60a 

60b 

60v 

61 

62 

63 
63a 
63b 

63v 
64v 

65 
65a 

65b 
65d 

66 

66a 

66g 
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132 (CJ)-573-466 (CJ); 
107v 
423 (CJ)-310-319 (C2); 
129v 

423 (CJ)-312 (CJ); llv 
423 (CJ)-91 (CJ); 17v 

135 (B4)-504 (B4); 47v 
418 (BJ)-197-161 (BJ); 
98v Note; 418-197 

also part of TI54 
400 (C4)-541 (CJ); 134v 

135 (B4) local line; 6v 
400 (C4)-96-472-56 (CS); 
33v 
385 (Fl)-496 (FI); 21v 

441 (B4)-96-351-334-563 
(D4); 533v 

441 (B4)-135-400-389-422-
103-185-352-353-560 (DJ); 
658v 
Note; 353-56 also part of 

TT94 

560 (D3)-271-230-555-728 
(D2); 179v 
Note; 560-230 also part 

of TI94 

103 (D3) local line; Jv 
422 (DJ) local line; 6v 
367 (E3)-773-482 (E2); 
55v 

482 (E2)-153 (E2); 98v 
560 (D3)-271-367-153-48-
272-302-502-544 (El); 
388v 

389 (C4)-459 (C4); 63v 
43 (D3)-352 (D3); 119v 

352(D3)-395 (D2); 136v 
317 (D6)-810-434-547-351-
422-239-310-512-561-
(C2): 1027v 

544 (El) local line; 20v 

209 (Fl)-74-137 (FI); 126v 

56 (C5)-775-804-547-334-
393 (D4); 434v 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
423-310, 40v, opened (P) 
21 Nov. 1868; all com
plete on (W) 1890 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Completed (S) 1898 

Opened (W & S) 1889 

Opened (W) "1890s" 

Not shown on (H) 
c1907 map 
441-Tsarskoe Selo, 22v, 
opened (W) 30 Oct. 1837 
(thefirst Russian railway) 
plus 3v to Pavlovsk (W) 
1838; (P) gives 4 Apr. 1838 
for 22v possibly confused 
for 25v; rest not on (W) 
1890 map but shown on 
(H) c1907 map 
Opened 15 Dec 1862 

Opened by 1863 

Poland, thus not on (W) 
maps; shown on (H) 
c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Opened 15 Dec. 1862 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (H) cl 907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Poland, thus not on (W) 
maps; 74-137, 16v, shown 
on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all shown on 
(H) c1907 map 

P: 132-573 unnumbered TPO then 
1916: all unnumbered TPO 
1900/03: 423-310: TPO 233/4 part 
1913: TPO 85/6 part 

P unnumbered TPO 
P: 423-Bolderaa: 15v: unnumbered 
TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1906/13: TPO 39/0 part 
1913: TPO 89/0 part 
1917: TPO 39/0 part 
1891/00: all TPO 125/6 
1900: TPO 125/6 part 
1916: TPO 351/2 part poss 

1899: all TPO 183/4 

1901/02: 96-351: all TPO 191/2 
1902: TPO 191/2 part 
1916: 441-334: TPO 283/4 part poss 

1872: TPO 3/4 part 
1906: 103-185: TPO 9/10 part 
1910: TPO 5/6 part 
1913: 103-506; TPO 105/6 part 
1914: TPO 5/6 Otd part 
1914 2nd: all TPO 3/4 Otd 
1872/03: 560-55: TPO 3/4 part 
1903/10: 560-555: all TPO 5/6 
1910: 560-555: all TPO 5/6 bis and 

TPO 5/6 part 
1913: 560-555: TPO 105/6 part 
1914: TPO 5/6 Otd part 

1899/00: 773-482: part TPO 213/4 
1900: part 213/4 

1899: part TPO 213/4 
1872/03: all TPO 5/6 
1895/04: 48-302: TPO 133/4 part 
1900: 272-302: TPO 101/2 part 
1903: TPO 3/4 part 
1914 1st/2nd: all TPO 3/4 Otd 
1917: 272-502: TPO 179/0 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
1905: TPO 201/2 part 
1900/05: all TPO 201/2 
1905: TPO 201/2 
1899/03:810-239: all TPO 209/0 
1900/03: 310-561: TPO 233/4 part 
1903: 317-351: all TPO 209/0 
1903: 351-561: all TPO 233/4 

P: 74-137: unnumbered TPO 
1911: all TPO 293/4 

1881/00: 56-775: TPO 83/4 part 
1906/07: 56-804: all TPO 283/4 
1907/16: all TPO 283/4 
1916: 334-393: TPO 283/4 part 
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67 

67a 

67b 
67v 
67g 

67d 

67e 

67zh 
68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

72a 

72b 
73 
74 

7S 

76 

77 

78 

79 

79a 

79b 

80 

81 

82 

83 

S44 (El)-291-289-184 (El); 
236v; line continues further 
6v to 790b. 
Note; 544-291 also part 

of TI68 

454 (E2)-76,133-570 (E2); 
185v 

334 (D4) local line; 6v 
291 (El) local line; 2v 
318 (E2)-153 (E2); 55v 

302 (E2)-374-272 (E2); 
134v 
387 (F2)-348-S02-374 (E2); 
126v 
393 (D4) local line; lv 
544 (El)-291-4 (El); 211v 
Note; 544-291 also part of 

TT67 
544 (El)-219-38S-74-616-
476-1S0 (Fl); 288v 
Note; 476-150 also TI76 
616 (Fl)-471 (Fl); 16v 

S44 (El)-314 (El); 7v 

219 (El)-559-289 (El); 
25v 
465 (El)-559-289 (El); 
35v 
Note; 559-289 sector is 

not same as 72 
5S9 (El)-289 (El); 7v 
139 (F1)-723a (Fl); 6v 
476 (Fl)-471 (Fl); 13v 

177 (F2)-461-209-476-
139 (Fl); 279v 

476 (Fl)-1S0 (Fl); 8v 
Note; also part of TT69 
454 (E2)-302 (E2); 63v 

461 (Fl)-373 (Fl); 44v 

219 (El)-461 (Fl); 108v 

393 (04)-316-277-318-570 
(E2); 409v 
545 (F4)-205 (F4); 42v 

544 (El)-348-454-294-59 
(F2); 199v 

59 (F2)-206 (F2); 107v 

177 (F2)-294 (F2); 57v 

544 (El)-387-177-285-
206-233 (F2); 315v 

544-291 opened 4 Dec. 
1862; a '544-289 factory' 
line is (P) opened 4 Aug. 
1866, and (W) around then, 
which is presumably 291-
289 or 184 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 

Poland, thus not on (W) 
maps; not shown on (H) 
c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Poland, thus not on (W) 
maps 

Opened 4 Dec. 1862 
(through to Bromberg) 

Opened (P) 4 Apr. 1848 
(through to Vienna) 

(through to Berlin) not 
shownon (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Not shown on (H) cl907 
map 

1903 ; all TPO 273/4 

1907: TPO 285/6 part 

P unnumbered TPO 
1908: TPO 213/4 part 

19i7: 374-272: TPO 179/0 part 

1899/17 : all TPO 179/0 
1917: TPO 179/0 part 

1872: all TPO 27/8 

1872: all TPO 25/6 
1891: 476-150; TPO 87/8 part 

1881/03: TPO 71/2 part 
1903: all TPO 71/2 
P unnumbered TPO 
1872/91: all TPO 31/2 
P unnumbered TPO 

Not shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) cl907 
map 
177-476 opened (W) 1891: TPO 87 /8 part 
1880's to early 1890's 
(Poland, thus not on (W) 
maps) 
(see TI69) (see TT69) 

Not mentioned by (P) or 
(W); Poland, thus not on 
on (W) maps 
Not mentioned by (P) or 
(W); Poland, thus not on 
(W) maps 
Not mentioned by (P) or 
(W); Poland, thus not on 
(W) maps 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) cl907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
544-Teraspol ( = Lobachev 
in TT) 6v W. of 59 
opened (P) 6 Sept. 1866 
but (W) 1867; completed 
and opened (P & W) 1871 
Partly in Poland, thus 
not on (W) maps 
Not mentioned by (P) 
or (W); Poland, thus not 
on (W) maps 
Not mentioned by 
(P) or (W); Poland, thus 
not on (W) maps 

1895/04: TPO 133/4 part 
1900: TPO 101/2 part 

1891: TPO 109/0 part 

1891; TPO 109/0 part 

1907: TPO 285/6 part 

P unnumbered TPO (see also R14) 

1872/00: all TPO 29 /30 
1900: TPO 29/30 part 
1900: 454-294: TPO 101/2 part 
1916: 544-454: TPO 285/6 part 

1904: all TPO 277/8 

1881/91: all TPO 87/8 
1891: TPO 87/8 part 

1881/03: TPO 71/2 part 
1903 2nd: TPO 267 /8 part 
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83a 544 (El)-314 (El); 116v Completed (W) by 1877 1881/03: TPO 71/2 part 
when 210 (G4)linked to 1903: all TPO 71/2 
Danzig 

83b 294 (F2)-285 (F2); 104v Not mentioned by (P) 1899/00: all TPO 101/2 
or (W); Poland, thus 1900: TPO 101/2 part 
not on (W) maps 

83v 354 (F4)-345 (F5); 113v Shown on (H) cl907 map 1901: all TPO 225/6 
as is a 345-222 line 

84 48 (E2)-570-30 (E3); 205v Portion within Russia 1891: all TPO 113/4 
shown on (W) 1890 so pre-
sume all then complete, as 
shown on (H) cl'J07 map 

85a 288 (E3)-188a (E3); 28v Not shown on (H) c1907 P unnumbered TPO 
map 

86 526 (F4)-473 (F5); 32v :Shown on (H) c1907 map P unnumbered TPO 
87 560 (D3)-277-30-288-295- Shown on (W) 1890 map 1891: TPO 111/2 part 

446 (F3); 397v 
88 60 (F5)-526-354-141-545- 813-59, 24v, opened (W) 1881/91: 778-813: all TPO 93/4 

295-778-813-59 (F2); by 1871 but (1') about 1891/16: 60-141: all TPO 117/8 
757v 1872; 141-813, 473v, 1891: 141-59: all TPO 93/4 
Note: 813-59 also part of shown on (W) 1890 map; 1916: 60-141: TPO 117/8 part 

TT90 60-141 opened (W) 1887 
88a 309 (E3) local line: 3v 
88b 22 (G4) local line; 6v 
90 317 (D6)~557-467-372- 317-467, 392v, completed 1872/81: 317-467: all TPO 41/2 

309-30-813-59 (F2); 1870; 1881/84: 317-59; all TPO 41/2 
1025v 467-309, 312v, completed 1884/91: 317-467; all TPO 41/2 

(W) 1884/91: 467-59; all TPO 101/2 
Note: 813-59, 24v, also 1871 but (P) about 1873; 1891: 317-309: all TPO 41/2 
part of TT88 309-59 opened (W) by 1891/99: 309-59: all TPO 101/2 

1871 but (P) about 1872 1900: 309-59: TPO 29/30 part 
92 423 (C3)-475-239-103- 423-103, 204v, opened 1872/81: 423-103: all TPO 9/10 

393-563-467-610-782-60- (P) 12 Sept. 1861 but 1872/81: 103-369; all TPO 7/8 
369 (F5); 940v (W) 1862; 103-563, 246v, 1884/91: 423-563; all TPO 7/8 and 

opened 10 Oct. 1866 and all TPO 105/6 
563-369, 490v, opened 1891/13: 423-103: all TPO 105/6 
21 Nov. 1868 1891/15: 103-369; all TPO 7/8 

1899/04: 782-369; TPO 199/0 part 
1904: 60-369; TPO 199/0 part 
1913: 423-103: TPO 105/6 part 
1915: all TPO 7/8 

93 610 (E5)-218 (E5); 40v Shown on (H) c1907 map 

1916: 475-239: TPO 351/2 part poss 
1916: 60-369; TPO 117/8 part 
P unnumbered TPO 

93a 373 (E4)-529 (E4); 67v 373-'Nizhnie Dorogi' 
shown on (H) c1907 map-

1912: all TPO 301/2 

viz. presume the 'Stariya 
Dorogi' 40v from 373 in TT 

93b 344 (F)-225 (F4); 15v Not shown on (H) c1907 P unnumbered TPO 
map 

93v 549 (E4)-806-154 (E4); Not shown on (H) c1907 
32v map 

93g 806 (E4)-812 (E4); 17v; Not shown on (H) c1907 
for 806 and 812 see map 
Table 2 

93d 276 (C2)-162 (C2); 46v Shown on (H) cl907 P unnumbered TPO 
map 

94 276 (C2)-319-411-230- 560-353, 9v, opened 15 1872/81: 276-727 (I cannot locate): all 
271-560-353-316-309-549- Dec. 1862: 230-560, 63v, all TPO 45/6 
373-608-141-344-22-427 opened by 1863; 276-230, 1881/00: 276-765 (I cannot locate); 
(G5); 1077v 295v, completed (W) prob all or part TPO 85/6 
Note: 560-353 also part 1871 but (P) about 1881/84: all TPO 45/6 

ofTT61; 230-560 1872/3; 353-427, 715v 1884/91: 309-427; all TPO 103/4 
also part of TT62 completed (W) 1874 1884: 276-309; all TPO 45/6 

1891/17: 309-427; TPO 103/4 part 
1900/13: 276-319; all TPO 85/6 
1913: 276-319; TPO 85/6 part 

Not shown on (W) 1870 
1917: 309-427; TPO 103/4 part 

95 185 (03)-395-411 (D2); 1881/06: all TPO 9/10 
187v map but all on (W) 1906: TPO 9/10 part 

1890 map 
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96 

100 

100a 

101 
102 

103 

104 

105 

105a 

106 

106a 
107 
107a 

108 

110 

111 

llla 

111b 

111v 

111g 

111d 
Ille 

lllzh 

563 (04)-372-608 (F4); 
265v 

441 (B4)-504-79-522-56-
280-317 (D6); 610v 

317 (06) local line; a 
closed loop (length not 
quoted) with 8 stations 
covered in cl t-1½ hours 
434 (D5) local line; 6v 
441 (B4)- 781a-441 (B4) 
local line; 16v · 
781a (B4)-764a (B4); 
9v; 781 is NE of 441 
and 764a E on lake coast 
280 (05)-503-434-577 
(F6); 244v; called in TT 
the "Novotorzhskaya" 
line 

Not shown on (W) 
1890 map but all on (H) 
cl907 map 
441-Kolpino (before 504), 
24v, opened 1847; com
pleted to 317, plus 586v, 
and opened 1 Nov. 1851 
(The Nikolaev Railway) 

Shown on (H) c1907 
map 

434-577, 117v, opened 
(W) 1888; complete from 
280 on (W) 1890 map; 
ifTT 104iswhatW calls the 
"Novotorzhsk Railway," 
opened (W) 1890 

1902: TPO 191/2 part 

1872: all TPO 1/2 
1881/00: 56-280; TPO 83/4 part 
1915: 441-56; TPO 23/4 part 
P: Klin-317, 84v, unnumbered TPO 

1881/91: 280-434: TPO 83/4 part 
1891/00: TPO 83/4 part 
1900: all TPO 83/4 assuming Novo

torzhsk (771) was pre-1906 
name for Likhoslavl (280); 
Torzhok is 32v from 280 to 
503 

Note: if 280-434 was first sectioned opened, TPO 83/4 would be as above. U 434-557 was, how
ever, first, TPO 83/4 would run 775-TT 66g-334-TT60v-563-TT92-467-TT90-557 then TT104-
43 (or 775-TT66g-334-TT100-317-TT 65d or 90) which seem too complex to be likely, so 
presume 280-434 was first section. 

522(C5)-57 (CS); 29v Shown on (H) c1907 P unnumbered TPO 

503 (05)-255(05); 54v 

79(C5)-472(C4); 157v 

513(E6)-28l(E5); 105v 
513(E6)-186-557(E5); 279v 
138(F5)-94(F5); 35v 

317(D6)-788b-513-143-
776-369-138-252(F5); 
502v 
252(F2) local line; 6v 

317(06)-499-479-612-60-
332-208-497-222-22-249-
210(G4); 803v 

Note: 222-22 also 
part of TT114 & 60-
332 also part of 
TTlllv 

252(F5)-275-227-578-222 
(F5); 236v 

210(G4)-151-428-394(G5); 
329V 
60(F5)-332-275(F5); 196v 
Note: 60-332 also part of 

TTlll 
499(E5)-186(E5); 17v 

60(F5) local line; 17v 
171(G4)-249-78(F4); 106v 

615(G4)-95(G4); 23v 

map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 

map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) c1907 and 
(W) 1914 maps 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Completed (W) 1877 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

1881: all TPO 57/8 

P unnumbered TPO 
1881: TPO 61/2 part 
P unnumbered TPO 

317-788b, 93v, opened (W) 1872: TPO 15/16 part 
1867; completed to 252, 1899: 776-369: TPO 199/0 part 
further 409v, Sept. 1868 

222-Brovari (28v short of 
210) opened (P) 17 Dec. 
1868; 222-210 opened (W) 
1870; 317-222 not shown 
on (W) 1890 map but shown 
on (H) c1907 map 

Opened (P) 17 Dec. 1868 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 

(H) c1907 map unclear 
here 

Shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 

P unnumbered TPO (ref. BJRP 28 
p. 26) 
1872/00:222-210: TPO 17/18 part 
1895/05: 497-222: TPO 143/4 part 
1900: ill TPO 17/18 
1909: 222-210: TPO 177/8 part 

1872/00: TPO 17/18 part 
1872: 252-270: TPO 15/16 poss 

but TT140 more likely 
1900/06: 252-227: TPO 177/8 part 
1906: TPO 177/8 part 
1901/06: all TPO 253/4 
1906: TPO 253/4 part 
1899/00: all TPO 177/8 
1900: 60-332: TPO 17/18 part 
1905: all TPO 143/4 
P unnumbered TPO 

1895/14: TPO 141/2 part 
1914: all TPO 141/2 
1900/14: TPO 141/2 part 
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112 

113 

113a . 

114 

424 (F5)-227-478 (G5); 60v 

497 (F5)-388 (F5); 27v 

612 (ES)-607 (ES); 10v 

222 (FS)-22-171-779-151-
615 (G4); 213v 
Note: 222-22 is also part 

of TTlll 

114a 578 (FS)-208 (F5); 125v 

115 

116 

116a 

116b 

116v 

116g 
116d 

117 

117a 

117b 

117v 
118 

118a 

118b 

118v 

118g 
118d 

118e 
119 

120 

121 

J>age 18 

210 (G4)-121-397-196-
183-562-609-543-432-464-
51-416-363 (J4); 612v 

196 (G3)-41-790-603-
430-216-233 (F2); 344v 

233 (F2)-59-76-50 
48-148 (E2); 313v 

210 (G4)-753-446-233 
(F2); 423v 
446 (F3)-430 (F3); 83v 

41 (G3)-606 (G3); 50v 
233 (F2)-568 (F2); 53v 

432 (H3)-97-134-390-366 
(H4); 183v 
207 (G3)-183-155-611-
134 (H3); 183v 
97 (H3)-75 (H3); 11v 

155 (G3)-562 (63); 15v 
41 (G3)-207 (G3); 55v 

207 (G3)-449 (G3); 40v 

603 (F3)-377-101-412 
(F2); 86v 

377 (G3)-313 (G3); 12v 

216 (F3)-296 (F2); 12v 
101 (G3)-Kamenitsa-241 
(G3); 37v 
50 (E2)-133-49 (E2) ;49v 
609 (G3)-571 (G3); 151v 

609 (G3)-365 (H3); 145v 

464 (H3)-709-365-350 
(H2); 375v 

Not shown on the (W) 
maps but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 

Not shown on (W) 
1890 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
222-22, 27v, opened (P) 
17 Dec. 1868; 22-615 
not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 

1872: 227-478, 38v, TPO 15/16 part 
poss but TT140 more likely 

P: 424-227: unnumbered TPO 
P: 227-478: unnumbered TPO 
1895/05: TPO 143/4 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 

1895/00: 171-779: TPO 141/2 part 
1900/14: 171-615: TPO 141/2 part 
1913/17: 22-615: TPO 309/0 part 
1917: 22-615: TPO 103/4 part 

assuming that 'Seredina Buda' (788) became 'Khutor Mikhaelovksii' 
(208), and that this is the terminus shown on the (H) c1907 map:-
Shown on (H) c1907 map 1899: all TPO 175/6 
51-363, 176v, opened (W) 1872/81: all TPO 21/2 
1865 but (P) 1867; 196- 1872/81: 416-363: TPO 49/0 part 
51, 288v, opened (P) 1869 1881/15: 196-363: all TPO 21/2 
but (W) 1870; 210-196 1891: 416-363: TPO 49/0 part 
complete (W) 1870 map 1900: 210-121: TPO 67/8 part 

1903: 210-196: TPO 267/8 part 
1904/08: 464-51: TPO 145/6 part 
1905: 51-363: TPO 37/8 part 

196-(?41) shown on (W) 
1870 map; complete on 
(W) 1890 map 
59-148, 196v, opened (P) 
about 1872; 233-59, comp
leted (W) 1873. Line con
tinues to Konigsberg 
Completed (W) 1873 

Complete on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (H) cl907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map. Line con
tinues via Brody to Lem
burg 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (W) 1890 map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 

1915: all TPO 21/2 
1903: TPO 267/8 part 
1915/16: 603-430: all TPO 55/6 
1916: 603-430: TPO 55/6 part 
1882: TPO 53/4 part 

1882: TPO 53/4 part 
1915/16: 210-753: TPO 191/2 part 
1891: TPO 111/2 part 

1899: TPO 181/2 part 
P unnumbered TPO 

1899: all TPO 211/2 

1906: TPO 181/2 part 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
1899: TPO 181/2 part 

1899/06: TPO 181/2 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
1881/15: all TPO 55/6 
1916: TPO 55/6 part 
P: 603-377: part unnumbered 

P: part unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
P: unnumberedTPO 

TPO 

P: Kamenitsa-241: unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1872/15: all TPO 47/8 
1915: TT119 plus extension to 714 

(G3): all TPO 47/8 
1895/04: all TPO 147/8 
1904: TPO 147/8 part 

1895/99: all TPO 145/6 
1899/00: 709-350: all TPO 145/6 
1900/04: all TPO 145/6 
1904/08: 464-365: TPO 145/6 part 
1904: 365-350: TPO 147/8 part 
1908: 464-365: all TPO 145/6 
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lla 

122 

123 

123a 

124 

124a 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 
131a 
131b 
132 

132a 

133 
133a 
134 

137 

140 

141a 

141b 
141v 
142 

143 
144 

397 (G3)-462 (G4), there 
are 6 intermediate stops 
and journey takes c 2¼ 
hours 
38 (H3)-761-417 (J3); 
269v 
416 (H3)-801b-38-748-
527 (H3); 212v 

93 (H3)-508 (H3); 13v 

543 (H3)-93-611-245-455-
511 (G4); 252v 
455 (G4)-613 (H4); 13v 

51 (H3)-708a-390-779a-
726a-614 (H4); 318a 

121 (G4)-511-52-614 (H4); 
282v 

196 (G3)- 245-525 (H4) ; 
183v 

52 (G4)-77 (G4); 33v 

394 (GS)-292 (H5); 165v 

210 (G4)-121 (G4); 58v 
213 (G5)-1 (G5) ; 16v 
31 (G5)-273 (GS); 33v 
427 (GS)-290-428-240 
(GS); 201v 
614 (H4)-228-386 (H5); 
104v 
Note: 614-228 also part 

of TI137 
290 (G5)-131 (G5); 40v 
305 (G5)-286 (G5) ; 17v 
201 (G5)-286-213-31-32-
578 (FS); 235v 
Note: 201-286 also part 

TI137 
336 (H4)-99-614-228-240-
394-286-201 (G5); 561v 
Note: 614-228 also part 

of TI132a and 
286-201 also part 
of TI134 

252 (F5)-217-46-201-305-
292-458-6-729-347-104-450 
(K4); 937v 

46 (G5) ; 147-32 (GS) ; 
139v 
217 (G6)-361 (GS); 30v 
338 (H4)-10 (HS) ; 40v 
46 (G5)-250 (G6); 148v 

347 (JS)-136 (JS); 14v 
104 (14)-569-122 (KS) ; 
lllv 
Note: 569-122 also part 

of TI144a 

Not shown on (H) cl 907 
map 

Shown on (W) 1890 map 

416-801b, 43v, shown in 
(W) 1870 map; further 
68v to 748 opened (P) 
1870; further 101v to 527 
shown on (W) 1890 map. 
Line continues to Jassy 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
51-708a, 21v, opened (W) 
1865 but (P) 1867; 708a-
726a, 249v, opened (P) 
Oct. 1868 but (W) 1870; 
complete to 614 opened 
(P) 1869 
"The Fastov Branch" 
(presume all of TI127) 
opened (W) 1876 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Shown on (W) 1890 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Opened (W) 1888 

614-228, 36v, opened (P) 
1869; 228-386 not shown 
on (W) 1890 map but all 
on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
201-286, 24v, completed 
(W) 1870 but (P) about 
1871; 286-578 shown in 
(W) 1890 map 

614-240, 96v, opened (P) 
1869; 240-201, 243v, com
pleted (W) 1870 but (P) 
about 1871; 336-614, 224v 
opened (W) 1873 

252-201 opened 6 July 
1869; completed to 450 
(W) 1875 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) cl 907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) c1907 map 
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P unnumberedd TPO 

1881: all TPO 75/6 

1872/81: 416-748: TPO 49/0 part 
1881/91: all TPO 49/50 
1891 : TPO 49/50 part 

P unnumbered TPO 

1893: all TPO 129/0 

P unnumbered TPO 

1872: TPO 37/8 part 

1881: TPO 67/8 part 

1893: all TPO 127/8 

P unnumbered TPO 
1913/17: TPO 309/0 part 
1917: TPO 103/4 part 
1906: TPO 253/4 part 

1911: TPO 67/8 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1891/17: TPO 103/4 part 
1917: TPO 309/0 part 
P: 228-386: unnumbered TPO 
1916: TPO 171/2 part 

P unnumbered TPO 

1872: 201-286: TPO 37/8 part 
1881 : all TPO 73/4 
P : 201-286: unnumbered TPO 

1872: 614-201: TPO 37/8 part 
1881: 336-614: TPO 67/8 part 

1872: 252-201: TPO 15/16 part 
1872: 201-292: TPO 19/20 part prob 
1881/00: 292-450: all TPO 59/60 
1900: 201-450: all TPO 59/60 
P: Dergachi-201: unnumbered TPO 
P: 201-305: unnumbered TPO 
1902: all TPO 257/8 

P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1901 : all TPO 251/2 

P unnumbered TPO 
1893/06: all TPO 131/2 
1906: TPO 131/2 part 
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144a 

144b 

144v 

144g 
145 

146 

147 

148 

149 
150 

150a 
150b 
151 

151a 
152 

153 

153a 

153b 

154 

154a 

155 

156 

157 
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122 (K5)-569-199 (J5); 
101v 
Note: 122-569 also part of 

TT144 
98 (H4)-10-769-750-6-392-
794-572 (H6); 399v 

6 (H5) local line via 750; 
with 3 intermediate stops, 
journey c 1¾ hours 
769 (H5) local line; 5v 
99 (H4)-246-98-552-601-
726-458-71-362-592-244-
200-202 (H6); 511v 
Note: 200-202 also part 

of TT215 

98 (H4)-386-552 (H5); 
112v 

601 (HS)-505 (H5): 10v 

71 (H5)-392-40 (J5); 193¥ 

98 (H4)-246-338 (H4); 42v 
56 (C5)-469-421 (C6); 
280v 
469 (C6)-190 (C6); 53v 
469 (C6)-237 (C6); 31v 
531 (C6)-574-707 (N of 
of A7); 787v 

421 (C6)-591 (D6); 79v 
2 (D6)-47-178 (07); 193v 

346 (D7)-790a-178-118-
333 (C7); 166v 
Note: 178-118 also part 

of TT154 

441 (B4)-617-574-556 
(C9); 1156v 

617 (B4)-146 (B5); 12v 

178 (D7)-118-212 (07); 
87v 
Note: 178-118 also part 

of TT154 
317 (06)-447 (D6); 121v 

317 (D6)-311-788a-2-591-
333-231 (C7); 348v 

(See TT10a); 311 (06)-
452 (D6) 
2 (06)-47-214 (06) 30v 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) c1907 map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but on (H) c1907 
map 

200-202 opened 1869; 
99-592 opened (W) 1908; 
529-200 seems complete on 
(W) 1890 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Opened 1870 

Shown on (W) 1890 map 
Shown on (W) 1890 map 
531-574, 192v, opened (W) 
1872; opened to 707 (W) 
1899 

Shown on (W) 1890 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
"790a-178" opened (P) in 
2 stages, 84v then 86v, 
16 Sept. 1868 then about 
1870-would seem to be 
all TT153, not just 790a-
178; "178 branch" opened 
(P) 1871-would seem also 
to be all TT153; 346-178, 
85v shown on (W) 1870 
map 
441-574, 560v, opened 
(W) 1906; all shown on 
(H) c 1907 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (W) 1890 map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
317-788a, 66v, opened (P) 
18 Aug. 1862 but (W) 
1863; extended to 591, 
196v, opened 18 Feb. 1870 
591-231 shown on (W) 
1890 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 
map 

1906: TPO 131/2 part 

1904/06: 98-750: TPO 133/4 part 
1906/08: all TPO 133/4 
1908: 98-6: all TPO 133/4 
1908/16: 6-572: TPO 173/4 part 

1884/91: 99-529: all TPO 99/100 
1891: all TPO 99/100 
1904/06: 99-98: TPO 133/4 part 
1911: 726-71: TPO 221/2 part 
P: 552-726: unnumbered TPO 
1916: 552-726: TPO 171/2 part 
P: 98-386: part unnumbered TPO 
P: 386-552: unnumbered TPO 
1916: 386-552: TPO 171/2 part 

1899/11: all TPO 221/2 
1911: TPO 221/2 part 
P: part unnumbered TPO 
1872/99: all TPO 23/4 
1899: TPO 23/4 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1881/91: 531-574: TPO 33/4 part 
1891/14: 591 (but prob. 531)-574: 

all TPO 115/6 
1899: 574-707: all TPO 193/4 
1913: 531-574: TPO 33/4 part 
1899: TPO 23/4 part 
1900/04: all TPO 223/4 

1881/04: 346-118: TPO 77/8 part 
1904: TPO 77 /8 part 

1905/16: all TPO 279/0 
1915/16: 574-556: all TPO 35/6 
1916: 441-574: all TPO 279/0 
1916: 441-617: TPO 35/6 part 

1881/04: 118-212: TPO 77/8 part 
1904: TPO 223/4 part 

1901: all TPO 245/6 

1872:/81: 317-591: all TPO 33/4 
1881/91: 317-591: TPO 33/4 part 
1891/13: all TPO 33/4 
P: 317-Sergievo, 66v; unnumbered 

TPO 
1913: 317-591, 262v; TPO 33/4 part 
1913: 591-231, 86v; TPO 23/4 part 
1915: 317-2, 105v; TPO 223/4 part 

P unnumbered TPO 
P: 47-214: unnumbered TPO 
1916: unnumbered TPO 
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157a 

157b 

157v 
158 

160 

160a 

160b 

161 

161a 

162 
162a 

162b 

162v 

162g 

163 

164 

165 
166 
167 

168 

168a 
169 

170 

311 (D6)-251-172 (E6); 
40v 

566 (D7)-419 (E6); 196v 

234 (D7)-320 (D7); 103v 
317 (D7)-123-371-566-
346-234-340 (D7); 412v 

317 (D6)-287-579-140-
293-419 (B6); 186v 

287 (D6)-251-320-12 
(E7); 371v 

419 (E6)-253-433 (B8); 
392v 

501 (E9)-195 (D6); 349v 

433 (ES)-175-460 (B9); 
287v 

579 (E6)-111 (E6); 22v 
340 (D7)-12-501-433 (ES); 
337v 

604 (E7)-253 (E7); 96v 

72 (E9)-763a-61 (ElO); 
341v 

175 (ES)-456 (E9); 155v 

420 (E7)-242-532-513 
(E6); 184v 

433 (ES)-381 (F8); 132v 

140 (E6)-376 (E6); 37v 
293 (E6)-602 (E6); 26v 
116 (F6)-575-532 (E6); 
182v 
553 (E7)-604 (E7); 25v 

198 (E7)-523 (E7); 7v 
420 (£7)-198-553-381-460-
35 (E9); 622v 
Note: 460-35 also part 
of TT170 

460 (E9)-35-443-211-248-
719-521-558-42-815-391-
73 (D12); 1057v 

251-171 shown on (H) 
c1907 map 

Jershova (presumably 
Spas-Klepiki)-419, 63v, 
shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Opened 1 Aug. 1862 

Opened 24 Aug. 1864 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map but on all (W) 1914 
map 
Opened (W) 1884 although 
not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Opened (W) 1884 although 
not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
501-433, 52v, opened (W) 
1884 although TT162a 
not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not known on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
72-763a, 86v, shown on 
(H) c1907 map 

Not shown (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
420-(242 prob.), 67v, 
shown on (W) 1870 map 
and as it goes through 
Skopin it is prob the 
'Skopin Railway' opened 
(P) c1871; completed 
(W) 1877 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 

Shown on (H) cl907 map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Shown on (W) 1890 map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
but all on (H) · c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 map 
420-Morshansk, 122v 
toward 533, opened 1 Dec 
1867; extended to 460, 
further 487v, opened (W) 
1874; completed (W) 1877 
460-443, 116v, completed 
(W) 1877; 443-211, 40v, 
opened (W) 1880; 211-
521, 452v, opened (W) 
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P to 1916: 371-251: part unnumbered 
TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
1901: all TPO 249/0 (a complex 

route, perhaps via 317, would 
be necessary if TT157b were 
not open) 

1899: TPO 77 /8 part 
1872: all TPO 11/2 
1899: 346-234: TPO 77/8 part 
P to 1916: 123-371 part unnumbered 

TPO 
1872: TPO 13/14 part 
1900/15: TPO 231/2 part 
1904: TPO 13/14 Otd part 
1912: TPO 135/6 part and prob. 

TPO 215/6 part 
P: 317-Ramenskoye: unnumbered 

TPO 
P to 1916: Gzhel-251- part unnum-

bered TPO 

1895: TPO 135/6 part 
1912: TPO 215/6 part prob 

1895: TPO 135/6 part 

1899/12: all TPO 215/6 
1912: TPO 215/6 part prob. 

P unnumbered TPO 
1895: 501-433: TPO 135/6 part 
1901/05: 340-501: all TPO 247/8 
1905: TPO 247/8 part 

1903: TPO 275/6 part 

P: 72-763a: unnumbered TPO 
1911/14 1st: all TPO 303/4 
1914 2nd: TPO 303/4 part 
1899: all TPO 217/8 

1881: TPO 61/2 part 
1912: 420-242: TPO 215/6partposs. 

1889/00: all TPO 171/2 
1900/07: TPO 171/2 part 
1905: TPO 247/8 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
1891: all TPO 91/2 

1903: TPO 275/6 part 

P unnumbered TPO 
1881/93: 420-460: all TPO 63/4 
1893/12: 420-35: TPO 63/4 part 
1912/15: 420-460: all TPO 63/4 
1912: TPO 215/6 part poss. 

. 1915: 420-35: TPO 63/4 part 
1881/93: 35-443: TPO 63/4 part 
1881/93: 460-211: TPO 69/0 part 
1891/93: 443-815: all TPO 123/4 
1893: 443-73: all TPO 123/4 
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171 

171a 

171b 
171v 

171g 

172 

173 

173a 

173b 

173v 

173g 

174 

174a 
174b 

174v 

174g 

174d 

174e 

174zh 
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Note: 460-35 also part 
of TT169 and 443-211 
also part of TT171 

443 (E9)-211-370-797 
(*S); 2130v 
Note: 443-211 also part 
of TT170 

248 (E9)-481 (E9); 81v 

42 (D11)-21 (Dll); 49v 
558 (D11)-193 (D11); 
35v 
391 (D12)-506 (D12); 
103v 

73 (012)-798-774-772-
770-755-814-733-734 (*N); 
3066v 
Note: 733-734 also part 
of TT173 

733 (*N)-734-720-738--
763 (*N); 1431v 
Note: 733-734 also part 
of TT172 

738 (*N)-756a-793 (*N); 
266v 
(See also R37) 

795 (*N)-803 (*N); 82v 

763 (*N)-745-768-808 
(*N); 1605v 

745 (*N)-756 (*N); 222v; 
then a further 10 min to 
716a 
744 (*N)-732-768 (*N); 
615v 

716a (*N)-722 (*N) 
756a (*N)-An Tung Sen 
(*N) 
756a (*N)-Chenchunchai 
(*N but not precisely 
located) 
Tashichyao (*N)-Ing
kou (Nyuchzhuang )(*N) 
722 (*N)-780 (*N) 

145 (Bll)-564-331 (Bll); 
182v 

564 (Bll)-343 (Bll); 12v 

1888; 521-815, 300V, 
shown on (W) 1890 map; 
815-73v, 151v, not quoted 
by (W) but shown com
plete on (H) c1907 map 

443-370, 394v, opened 
(W) 1880; 370-797, 1736v, 
opened (W) 1906 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown in (W) 1890or 
(H) c1907 map, but shown 
on (W) 1914 map 
73-770 provisionally opened 
(W) 1895, finally opened 
(W) 1897; 770-755 pro
visionally opened (W) 
Feb 1897; 755-734 pro
visionally opened 
(W) 1898 
733-Listvyanka (shore of 
L. Baikal) opened (W) 
1898; ferry (50v) plus 
Mysovaya (shore of L. 
Baikal)-738 opened (W) 
1900: Listvyanka-Myso
vaya linked (W) 1904); 
738-763 opened (W) 1904 
Opened (W) 1900 

Opened (W) 1898; by 
1950's extended 94v to 
Asino 
768-808 provisionally 
opened (W) 1894, finally 
opened (W) 1896; 763-
768 opened (W) 1904 

Started (W) after 27 Mar 
1898 (date of lease of ice
free ports from China) 
732 (although possibly a 
station slightly nearer 
768)-768, provisionally 
opened (W) 1894, finally 
opened (W) 1896; opened 
from 744 (W) 1899 

Routes listed 
in 1912 TT 
by termini 
only; lost in 
1905 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

1900: 443-211: TPO 69/70 part 
1912/14: 391-73: TPO 305/6 part 
1912: 460-443: TPO 215/6 part 
1915: 35-443: TPO 63/4 part 
1916: 42-73: TPO 341/2 part 
1916: 391-73: TPO 305/6 part 
1881/93: 211-370: TPO 69/70 part 
1891: 443-211: TPO 123/4 part 
1893/00: 211-370: all TPO 69/70 
1900/06; 211-370: TPO 69/70 part 
1906: 211-797: TPO 69/70 part 
1909: all TPO 289/0 

P unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 

1912/14: TPO 305/6 part 
1916: TPO 305/6 part 

1899: 73-774; 746v: all TPO 167/8 
1899/09: 774-772, 569v: all TPO 185/6 

772-755, 731v: all TPO 187/8 
1899/00: 755-814, 785v, all TPO197/8 
1900: 755-734, 1020v, all TPO 197/8 
1909: 774-770, 586v; all TPO 185/6 

770-755, 714v; all TPO 187/8 
1900: 733-734, 7v: TPO 197/8 part 

733-720, 980v: all TPO 241/2 
1900/06: 720-738, 91 v: TPO 243/4 part 
1902: 720-763, 444v: all TPO 259/0 

1900/06: TPO 243/4 part 
1906/13: all TPO 243/4 
1913: 738-756a: TPO 243/4 part 
P: 756a-793: unnumbered TPO 
1899: all TPO 189/0 
1916: part of TPO 189/0 if extension 

built by then and if 752 is on it 
1899/06: 768-808: TPO 153/4 part 
1902: 763-745: all TPO 261/2 

745-808: all TPO 263/4 
P: Kangaul (presume on TT173v)-

808, unnumbered TPO 
1913: 768-808: TPO 153/4 part 
1902/05: part TPO 265/6 
1905: all TPO 265/6 

1899/00: 732-768: TPO 153/4 part 
1900/06: TPO 153/4 part 
1906/13: all TPO 153/4 
1913: TPO 153/4 part 

1902/05: part TPO 265/6 

1902/03: part TPO 265/6 
1904/05: part TPO 265/6 
1906: all TPO 281/2 
P: Kushva--564,37v, part unnum

bered TPO 
P part unnumbered TPO 
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174z 

175 

175a 

175b 

176 

177 

177a 

178 

179 

180 

181a 

181b 

181v 

182 

182a 

183 

184 

556 (C9)-232 (B8); 359v 

556 (C9)-Syuzva-382 
direct to 113-73 (D12); 
1035v 

382 (Cl0)-182-80-145-
342-113 (Cll); 469v 

342 (Cll)-341 (Bll); 59v 

113 (Cll)-53-802 (*N); 
304v 

Opened (W) 1899 

113-73, 231v, completed 
1896; 556-382, 449v com
pleted 1899; 382 direct to 
113, 356v, completed (W) 
1909-shorter than the 
older TT175a route 

Completed (W) as an 
unconnected line 1878 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Opened (W) 1885 

1899/06: TPO 215/6 part 
1906: all TPO 215/6 
1899/06: 556-382: TPO 219/0 part 
1899/10: 113-73: TPO 81/2 part 
1906/10: 556-382: TPO 81/2 part 
1910/11: 382-113: all TPO 81/2 
1911/14: all TPO 81/2 
1914: 556-113: all TPO 81/2 

113-73: TPO 169/0 part 
P: Syuzva-382: part unnumbered TPO 
1916: 382 or 113-73: TPO 341/2part 
1881/91: all TPO 81/2 
1891/10: TPO 81/2 part 
1909: TPO 169/0 part 
1916: 382-182 or 182-113: TPO 341/2 

part 
P unnumbered TPO 
1912/17: all TPO 299/0 
1917: TPO 299/0 part 
1891/99: TPO 81/2 part 
1899 /09: all TPO 169 /0 
1909/14: TPO 169/0 part 
1913/16: 113-53: TPO 307/8 
1914: TPO 115/6 part (ref BSRP 52 

etc.) 
Note: I have assumed that TT175 was used for TPO 81/2, and TT175a for TPO 169/170, from 1909 

when the direct 382-113 line was completed, but it is possible that they should be reversed. Can 
any reader with covers posted partway on either route help? 

80 (Cll)-224-710-468 
(BIO); 196v 

182 (Cl0)-284 (ClO); 20v 

224 (Bl0)-102 (BIO); 7v 

53 (C12)-457 (C12); 38v 

419 (E6)-746-420-55-235 
(F7); 199v 

317 (D6)- 191-775a-242-
507-414-55-235 (F7), 374v 
Note: 191-775a also part 

of TT181b 

191 (E6)-775a-548 (E6); 
61v 
Note: 191-775 also part 

of TT18la 
55 (F7)-39 (F7); 79v 

507 (E6)-13-760-116 (F6); 
133v 

174 (F7)-176 (F7); 39v 

494 (F7)-493-28-188 (G8); 
445v 

467 (E4)-479-143-575-
13-414-55 (F7); 576v 
Note: 414-55 also part 

of TT181a 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
(457 being named Kam-
ensk) 
Opened 4 Sept. 1866 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

13-760 (on R. Don) 
shown on (W) 1890 map; 
all on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 

Small portion 575-13 to 13 
plus 13-55 shown complete 
on (W) 1890 map; all on 
(H) c1907 map 

1899/06: 80-710: all TPO 225/6 
1906: all TPO 225/6 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
1913/16: TPO 307/8 part 

1872: TPO 13/14 part 
1881/91: 746-55: TPO 91/2 part 
1900/15: TPO 231/2 part 
1904: 419-420: TPO 13/14 Otd part 
1906: 55-235: TPO 235/6 part 
1914: TPO 43/4 part 
1912: 317-242, TPO 215/6 part poss 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

1881/91: 13-116: TPO 91/2 part 
1893/95: 13-760: TPO 119/0 part 
1895: 13-116: TPO 119/0 part 
P unnumbered TPO 

1895/99: 494-28: all TPO 149/0 
1899: all TPO 149/0 
1899/04: 493-28: part TPO 173/4 
1900/16: 493-28: part TPO 171/2 
1881/91: 13-55: TPO 91/2 part 
1893/00: 13-55: TPO 119/0 part 
1900/06: all TPO 235/6 
1906: TPO 235/6 part 
1914: 13-15 TPO 119/0 part 
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185 235 (F?)-494-174-554- 235-494, 68v, opened 22 1872/14: 235-445: all TPO 43/4 
431-15-445-786 (F8); Dec. 1869; extended to 1914: 235-445: TPO 43/4 part 
235-445 is 422v Inokovka (65v) or Kirsanov 

(89v) on (W) 1870 map; 
extended to 445, viz. total 
422v (maybe also to 786) 
(P) about 1870 but (W) 
1871 

186 554 (F7)-37 (F7); 14v Shown on (H) c1907 map P unnumbered TPO 
187 381 (F8)-431-274-493 Shown on (H) c1907 map 1899/04: TPO 173/4 part 

(F7); 245v 1900/16: TPO 171/2 part 
187a 274 (F7)-514 (F7); 13v Not shown on (H) c1907 P unnumbered TPO 

188 15 (F8)-576 (F8); 235v 
map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 1899: all TPO 155/6 
map but on (H) c1907 map 

189 15 (F8)-27 (F8); 80v Not shown on (W) 1890 P unnumbered TPO 
map but on (H) c1907 map 

190 448 (FS)-528-238-33-716- 448-(prob. 528) 71v, 1895/09: 448-528: TPO 151/2 part 
14 (J9); 620v shown on (W) 1890 map 1899/08: 528-238 : TPO 157/8 part 

-this is prob the 'Uralsk 1908/11: 448-716: TPO 287/8 part 
Railway' opened (W) 1908 2nd: 528-238: TPO 157/8 part 
1878; 448-238, 102v, 1911: TPO 287/8 part 
shown on (H) cl907 map 1915: 448-528: TPO 151/2 part 

190a 528 (F8)-119-739 (M7); Completed (W) 1894 1895/09: TPO 151/2 part 
324v 1909/15: all TPO 151/2 

Seemingly shown on (W) 
1915: TPO 151/2 part 

190b 464 (H3)-448 (F8); 15v 1895/09: TPO 151/2 part 
1890 map; as TPO 287 /8 1908: TPO 287/8 part 
in 1908 started from 445, 1915: TPO 151/2 part 
was there a bridge over 
R. Volga by then? 

191 119 (F9)-337 (F9); 88v Shown on (H) c1907 map P unnumbered TPO 
192 238 (G8)-3 (G9); 142v 238-Novouunsk, 142v, 1899/08: TPO 157/8 part 

shown complete on (H) 1908 1st/2nd: all TPO 157/8 
c1907 map (not on to 3) 1908 2nd: TPO 157/8 part 

193 369 (FS)-551-116-152 116-152, 107v, opened 1872/84: TPO 35/6 part 
(F7); 290v (P) 30 Aug. 1868; 369-116 1884/15: all TPO 35/6 

opened (P) 15 Feb. 1870 1915: TPO 107/8 part 
and all shown on (W) 1870 

193a 149 (F6)-413 (F6); 16v 
map 
Not shown on (H) cl907 P unnumbered TPO 
map 

194a 149 (F6)-9 (F7); 83v Shown on (H) cl907 map P unnumbered TPO 
195 152 (F7)-399-7-509 (H8); 152-Borisogliebsk (197v 1872/84: TPO 35/6 part 

565v to 399) opened (P) 1869; 1884/15: all TPO 107/8 
rest to 509 opened (P) 1915: TPO 107/8 part 
about 1870 and shown (W) 
1870 map as opened to 
Filonovo (54v from 7 to 509) 

196 235 (F7)-152-149-577- "Grushevskaya mines to 1872/00: 235-577: TPO 13/14 part 
283-307-279-618-429 (H6); R. Don" ( ?Shakhnaya, 1881/00: 577-429: all TPO 51/2 
780v 87v from 429, to 283) 1900/04: all TPO 51/2 

opened (W) prior to 1866 1904: 235-577: TPO 13/14 part 
and extended (W) to 429 577-429: all TPO 51/2 
in 1866; 235-577, 168v, 1904/15: 279-618: TPO 237/8 part 
completed (P) 1 Feb. 1868 1915: 279-429: TPO 237/8 part 
but (W) 1869; in (W) 1917: 307-279: TPO 297/8 part 
1870 map shown extended 
to 283 altho' (P) quotes 
about 1871/2 for 577-
Grushevsk' line; 577-429 

197 551 (F6)-304 (F6); 123v 

complete (W) 1871 (in 
App 1) but 1876 (in text) 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map; 551-Livni, 58v, shown 

1899: all TPO 195/6 

on (H) c1907 map 
198 201 (05)-250-542-226- Opened (W) 1895 1899/15: TPO 159/0 

283-492-399-28 (F7); 1911: 201-250: TPO 297/8 part poss, 
630v but TT208a more likely 

1914: 201-250: TPO 161/2 part 
1915: TPO 159/0 part 
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200 

200a 

201 

202 

203 

203a 

204 

205 

205a 

205b 

206 

206a 

207 

208 

208a 

208b 

208v 

208g 

208d 

209 

210 

211 

212 

577 (F6)-192-304-364-
252 (F5); 231v 

364 (F6)-221 (F6) ; 56v 

7 (G7)-530 (G7); 33v 

100 (H8)-247 (H8); 18v 

279 (H6)-247-509 (H8); 
357v 

220 (H6)-384 (H6); 34v 

250 (G6)-187-396-92-426-
762-307 (H6); 396v 

335 (H6)-396 (H6); 50v 

189 (H6)-173-92 (H6); 
121v 
243 (H6)-453 (H6); 13v 

226 (G6)-229 (G6); 
25 min., with no inter
mediate station, in TI 
492 (G7)-181 (G7); 88v 

116 (F6)-192-542 (G6); 
310v 
292 (H5)-463-236-223-
335 (H6); 168v 

275 (F5)-478-147-201-
282-339-449a-426 (H6); 
517v 

282 (H6)-463 (H6); 26v 

449a (H6)-371a (H6); 20v 

339 (H6)-187 (H6); 
25 min., with no inter
mediate station in TT 
275 (F) local line; 6V 

236 (H)-477-23-477-396 
(H6); 79v for 236-477-
396 plus 8v (=2 x 4v) for 
477-23-477 
463 (H6)- 415 (H5); 8v 

592 (H6)-223 (H6); 47v 

592 (H6)-189-115 (H6); 
56v 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (H) 1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 

Shown on (W) 1890 map 

247-509, 57v, shown on 
(W) 1890 map; all on (H) 
c1907 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
187-92, 71v,prob shown on 
(W) 1890 map altho' 
Donets basin area difficult 
to interpret; all shown on 
(H) c1907 map 

Prob. shown on (H) 
c1907 map but Donets 
basin area unclear 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but shown on (H) 
c1907 map 
Opened (W) 1890's 

Shown on (W) 1890 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map; 275-282 opened (W) 
1912 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 

Seemingly not shown on 
(W) 1890 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Seemingly shown on (W) 
1890 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
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1895/00: TPO 17/18 part 
1900: TPO 177/8 part 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

1904: TPO 237/8 part 

1891/99: 396-762: TPO 31/2 part 
1899/00: 250-762: all TPO 161/2 
1900/14: all TPO 161/2 
1911/12: 250-426: TPO 297/8 part 

poss 
1912/17: 250-762: TPO 297 /8 part poss 

426-762 TPO 297 /8 part prob 
1914: TPO 161/2 part 
187-396: TPO 315/6 part poss 
1917: 250-307: TPO 297/8 part poss 

426-307: TPO 297 /8 part prob 
P unnumbered TPO part 
1914: TPO 315/6 part poss 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

1899: all TPO 163/4 

1899/00: all TPO 191/2 
1900: TPO 119/0 part 
1872: TPO 190/0 part prob, butposs 

only 463-335 
1914: 463-335: TPO 315/6 part poss 
1872: 487-201: TPO15/16 part poss 

but TT140 prob. 
:201-282: TPO 19/20 part poss but 

TT 140 prob 
1911: 275/201: TPO 297/8 part poss 
1911/12: all TPO 297/8 prob 
1912: TPO 297/8 part prob 
1915: 275-282: TPO 315/6 part 

282-339: TPO 315/6 part poss 
1872: TPO 19/20 part poss, but 

TT140 prob 
P unnumbered TPO 
1914: TPO 315/6 part poss 
1914: TPO 315/6 part poss 

1891/99: TPO 31/2 part 
1899: all TPO 31/2 

P unnumbered TPO 

1904/16: TPO 173/4 part 
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213 303 (H6)-572-115-592- Seemingly shown on (W) 1881/84: 203 (or 92)-618 : TPO 79/0 
244-203-92-453- 1890 map-prob. 'Donets part 
220-618 (H6}; 341v Railway' stated (W) to be 1884: all TPO 79/0 
Note: 203-92 also part of completed during 1872/82 1904/08: 115-592: TPO 173/4 part 
TT214 but as 1879 in (W) App 1 1908/16: 572-592 : TPO 173/4 part 

214 92 (H6)-203-335 (H6); Shown on (H) c1907 map 1881/84: 92 (or 203)-335: TPO 79/0 
30v part 
Note: 92-203 also part of 

TT213 
214a 362 (H6)-144-335 (H6); Probably shown on (H) P unnumbered TPO part 

45v cl907 map 
Note: 144-335 also part 

ofTT215 

215 335 (H6}-144-200-202- Opened 1869 1872: TPO 19/0 part 
173-491-429-(H6); 231v 
Note: 335-144 also part of 
TT 214a, and 200-202 also 

part of TT145 
220 429 (H6)-34-757-470-500- 429-65 (632v) plus 45- 1881 : 429-565 : all TPO 65/6 

194-11-308-45 (conn. 565 (21v) opened (W) 1884: 26-24: TPO 95/6 part 
line to 565)-777-26-24 1875; 26-24 (14v) opened 1895/00: 565-777: all TPO 137/8 
(LIO); 1235v plus 21v (W) 1883; 45-26 (575v) not 1900/16: 565-24: all TPO 137/8 
conn. line shown (W) 1890 map P: 429-500: unnumbered TPO part 
Note: 429-34 also part of 1916: 757-470 or -500 

TT220a; 26-24 also (or 34-757) 
part of TT231 and TPO 339/0 part 
all of TT231a 

220a 429 (H6)-34-16 (H6); 39v 429-34 opened (W) 1875; 1881: 429-34: TPO 65/6 part 
Note: 429-34 also part of 34-16 not shown on (H)c P: 429-16: unnumbered TPO 

TT220 1907 map but shown on 

221 500 (J7)-114-755a-349 
(W) 1914 map 
Opened (W) 1888 1881/99: all TPO 121/2 

(K6); 254¥ 1899: TPO 121/2 part 
1910: TPO 291/2 part 
1916: 1st/2nd: 114-755a: TPO 337/8 

part poss 

11 (J7)-Kurgannaya-
1916: 500-755a: TPO 339/0 part poss 

221a Not shown on (H) c1907 P: 710a-301; unnumbered TPO 
710a-301 (K6); 124v map 1915: TPO 317/8 part 

222 114 (K6)-194-474 (J7); Opened (W) 1901 1899/01: 194-474: all TPO 165/6 
273v 1901: all TPO 165/6 

222a 112 (J6)-793a-470 (J6); Not shown on (H) cl907 1911 : all TPO 295/6 
133v map 1916: 793a-470: TPO 339/0 part poss 

223 308 (K?)-44-215 (K7) ; Shown on (W) 1890 map 1895 : all TPO 139/0 
61v 

224 44 (K7)-605 (K7); 5v Not shown on (H) c1907 P unnumbered TPO 
map, not (maybe too short 

498 (LS)-731-800 (LS); 
for them) on (W) maps. 

(225) Only one of several 1915 : all TPO 333/4 
155v: line runs ENE to "auto-mobile message" 
731 then W to 800 lines in 1912 TT from or 

near 498; not on (W) 1914 
map; opened (Ashford 
BJRP 18 P. 542) 1914 

226 509 (HS)-500 (J7); 502v Opened (W) 1901 1899/10: TPO 121/2 part 
1910: all TPO 121/2 
P: Velikoknyazheskaya-500 : 

498 (L8)-306-451-425-444- 498-444, 229v, opened (P) 
unnumbered TPO part 

230 1884: TPO 95/6 part 
36 (L7); 327v about 1871 but (W) 1872; 

completed 444-36 (W) 1883 
231 24 (Ll0)-26-498 (LS) ; Completed (W) 1883 1884: TPO 95/6 part 

512v 1900: 24-26: TPO 137-8 part 
Note: 24-26 also part of 

TT220 and all of 
TT231a 

231a 26 (LI0)-24 (LIO) ; 14v Opened (W} 1883 1884: TPO 95/6 part 
Note: also part of TT 1900/16: TPO 137/8 part 

220 and 231 
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232 

233 

234 

235 

236 
236a 
236b 
237 

· 238 

239 

240 

245 

246 

247 

247a 

248 

249 
249a 

250 

24 (L10)-441a (LIO); 19\I 

444 (L7)-398 (L7); 62v 

425 (L7)-254-501a (L7); 
49\I 

306 (L8)-480 (LS); 6v 

306 (LS)-58 (L7); 28v 
58 (L7)-25 (LS); 35v 
58 (L 7) local line: 6v 
451 (L7)-442 (L7); 50v 
498 (LS)-5-524-105 .(MS); 
517v 

5 (M8)-739 (MS); 72v; 
739 location-see Table 2 

524 (MS)-117 (MS); 14v 

754 (Lll)-750a-764-717-
735-718-797 (*S); 1748v 

718 (*S)-751-730-706 
(*S); 306v 

764 (*S)-758 (*S); 294v 

730 (*S)-791 (*S); 8v 

735 (*S)-715 (*S); 12v 

754 (Ll1) local line; 8v 
751 (*S)-721 (*S); 51v 

567 (HS)-33 (HS); 51v 

Opened (Ashford, BJRP 
18 p 540) 1879 
Opened (P) about 1871 
but (W) 1872 
Shown on (H)c 1907 map 

Not shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Shown on (H) c1907 map 
(H) c1907 map unclear 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 
Not shown on (W) 1890 
map but all on (H) c1907 
map 

Not shown on (W) 1890 
map 

Shown on (H) c1907 map 

754-750a, 315v, complete 
(W) 1881, plus further 
755v (W) May 1885 to 
Nov. 1886 to 717; bridge 
across R. Amu Darya 
opened (W) Jan. 1888; 
opened to 797, plus 679v, 
(W) 1898 
Not mentioned by (W) 
and, since Asia, not on 
(W) 1870 or 1890 map 
area; shown on (H) c1907 
map 
Not mentioned by (W) 
and, since Asia, not on 
(W) 1870 or 1890 map 
area; opened (Stephen, 
BJRP 39 p. 12) 4 Dec. 
1898 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
nor (W) 1914 maps 
(H) c1907 map unclear, but 
line probably not shown 

Route quoted in TT but 
with no train times (only 
Route thus, so presum
ably about to operate)
not shown on TT map 
altho' 766 is shown; not 
shown on (W) 1914 map 
Not shown on (H) c1907 
but opened (W) as a dis-
connected line 1882 and 
so shown on (W) 1890 map 

TABLE 5 LOCAL ROUTES WITH TPOs 
TT No. Towns and Length 
2v 441 (B4)-278-368 (B4); 37v 

3 

4 
7a 

Note: 441-278 also part ofTT51 
441 (B4)-Pavlovsk-Poselok (B4); 62v 

441 (B4)-Sheremetevka (B4); 39v 
317 (06)-123-54 (D6); 65v 
Note: 317-123 also part of TT158 

17 Praga-Stalnaya (E2)-Radimin (E2); 19v 
18a 554 (E2)-Skolimov-Piasechno (E2); 23v 
18v 142 (El)-544 (El); 31v 
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P unnumbered TPO 

1884: all TPO 97/8 

P: 425-254: unnumbered TPO 
later extended to 501a 
P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
1899/00: 498-5: all TPO 229/0 
1900/03: 498-5: TPO 229/0 part 
1903/08: 498-524: TPO 229/0 part 
1903 1st/2nd: 5-524: all TPO 269/0 
1908: all TPO 229/0 
1915 1st/2nd: 498-5: TPO 269/0 part 
1915 2nd: all TPO 269/0 
1900/03: TPO 229/0 part 
1903/15: all TPO 269/0 
1915 1st/2nd: TPO 269/0 part 
1903/08: TPO 229/0 part 
P unnumbered TPO 
1899: 754-717: all TPO 203/4 

717-797: all TPO 205/6 
1914: 718/797: TPO 207/8 part 

1899/14: all TPO 207/8 
1914: TPO 207/8 part 

1899: all TPO 227/8 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

1913: TPO 311/2 part 

P unnumbered TPO (presumably only 
after TT250 was reached by TT190-
qv) 

TPOs 
P Unnumbered TPO 

P: 441-Pavlovsk: 25v: unnumbered 
TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 
P to 1916: 123-54: part of unnum-

bered TPO 
P 1916: unnumbered TPO 
All or part of P unnurnbered TPO 
P: 544-Skolimov: unnumbered TPO 
P unnumbered TPO 
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TABLE S ADDITIONAL ROUTES NOT IN 1912/13~TT 

Route 
Ref. 

Rl 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

R8 

R9 

RIO 

Rll 

R12 

R13 

R14 

R15 

R16 

R17 

R18 

Page 28 

Towns, Location and Length 

52(G4)-779a-363 (14); 
403v; 779a ison TT126 
between 390 and 614 
61 (El0)-719 (ElO); 215v; 
719 is on TT170 at top 
of Map Sheet 8 
113 (Cll)-457-789 (C12); 
215v; 789 is E of 457 
at Right edge of Map 
Sheet 4 
113 (Cll)-725-799 (Bl2); 
359v; 799 is E of 564 
at Right edge of Map Sheet 
4 and 725 at intersection 
with R9 (see below) 
114 (K6)-801a-701 (16); 
161v; 701 on coast N of 
114 and 801a a little N 
of midpoint 
285 (F2)-783 (F2); 783 
is SSE of 285, just into 
Rzeszow province of 
Poland (1956 Oxford atlas) 
710a (K6)-805 (K6); 
128v; 710a is on TT221a, 
22v from 301, and 805 is on 
coast SSE of 114 
339 (H6)-708-335 (H6); 
c43v; direct line 

341 (Bll)-725-53 (C12); 
116v; .725 at intersection 
with R4 (see above) 

363 (14)-702 (14); 28v; 
702 is on coast close to 363 
702 (14)-761 (J3); 202v; 
761 is on TT122 near top 
of Map Sheet 9 

447 (D6)-190 (C6); 76v 

506 (D12)-759 (E12); 
176v; 759 is S. of 506, 
near top of Map Sheet 8 
608 (F4)-545-205-753-
606 (G3); 336v; exten
sion of TT79b and 
embodying TT79b 
617 (B4)-741 (N of AS), 
713v 

704 (*N)-711 (*N); 147v 

721 (*S)-766-706-724 
(*S); 147v; 
extension of TI249a 

729 (15)-794 (H6); 129v; 
729 is on TT140 at top of 
Map Sheet 10; 794 is on 
TT144b between 392 and 
572 

Opening Dates 

Presume after 1912; 
shown in (W) 1914 map 

Presume after 1912; 
shown in (W) 1914 map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Shown in (W) 1914 map 

Presume after 1912; 
being Poland, not covered 
by (W) 

Shown in (W) 1914 map 

(W) 1914 map difficult to 
interpret in this complex 
area 
Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

) 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map, but both lines in 
in 1956 Oxford atlas 

Shown in (H) 1907 map, 
but not in any (W) maps; 
shown again in 1956 
Oxford atlas 
(W) 1914 map unclear; 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map except for TT79b 
sector 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 map 

Not in 1912 TT although 
766 is named on TT map; 
shown in (W) 1914 map; 
721-766 is 38v, 766-706 
is 1 OOv and 706-724 is 79v 
Shown in (W) 1914 map 

TPOs 

1913/17: TPO 309/0 part 
1917: TPO 103/4 part 

1914 1st/2nd: all TPO 303/4 
1914 2nd: TPO 303/4 part 

1913/16: all TPO 307/8 but 113-
TI176-53-TT179-457 . if 113-457 
direct line not completed until later 

1916: all TPO 307/8 

1916 1st/2nd: 114-80la: TPO 337/8 
poss 

1916 2nd: all TPO 337/8 

1914: all TPO 321/2 

1915: TPO 317/8 part 

1915: TPO 315/6 part prob. 

1917: TPO 299/0 part 

1916: TPO 335/6 either Rll or 
702-R10-363-TI115-416-TI123--38 
TI122-761 

1914/16: all TPO 30S/6 
1916: TPO 305/6 part 

1915: 753-606: all TPO 319/0 
1915/16: TPO 191/2 part 
1916: 608-753: TPO 349/0 part 

1916: TPO 35/6 part 

1915: all TPO 329/0 

1913/16: 721-766: TPO 311/2 part 
1916: 721-724: TPO 311/2 part 

1914: all TPO 313/4 
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Rl9 

R20 

R21 

R22 

R23 

R24 

R25 

R26 

R27 

R28 

R29 

R30 

R31 

R32 

R33 

R34 

R35 

R36 

735 (•S)-740-784-801 
(*S); 490v; note that 
784 is not located but 
presumed to be here 
740 (*S)-749 (*S); 122v 

753 (F3)-790 (G3); 151v; 
753 is on TI116 due 
N of 606, and 790 is on 
Till 6 about a third of the 
way from 603 to 41 
755a (K6)-781-80la (J6); 
120v; 755a is on TI221 
NE of 349; for 801a see 
RS; 781 is about a quarter 
of the way from 755a 
770 (*N)-704-787 (*N); 
661v 
790 (G3)-730a-737 (03); 
228v; 790 see R21 above; 
the line SW passes between 
313 and 449, with 737 about 
egui-distant from 313, 449 
and 571 
793a (J6)-34 (H6); 95v; 
793a is about halfway 
along TI222a 
798 (*N)-792 (*N); 314v 

801a (J6)-793a (J6); 105v; 
for 801a see R5 and 793a 
see R25 above 
802 (*N)-774 (*N); 572v; 
ref. BJRP 52, 53 and 55 
807a (B3)-756a (B3); 
c20v; 807a is on TISI at 
extreme right of Map 
Sheet 1 and 756a is on the 
coast almost due N 
756a (*N)-793-742-791a-
796-712 (*N); 1450v 

739 (M7)-785 (M7); 
c75v; TI239 extended 
SW to middle of M7 
(viz close to Turkish 
frontier) 
731 (L8)-Tsornis-Tskali 
(LS); 21v; 731 is on rail 
listed in Table 4 as '(225)' 
and line runs to E 
Georgievsk (KS)-Sviatoi 
Krest (KS); 94v; Geor
gievsk is 28v SE of 308 on 
TT220 and line runs to NE 
Kurgannaya (K7)-Labin
skaya (K.7); c60v; Kurgan
naya is on TI221a and line 
runs to SE 
Syuzva (Cl0)-Nytva 
(CIO); 36v;SyuzvaisonTI 
175 about 55v W of 382 
and line runs to SW 
719a (*N)-783a (*N); 
68v 

Not shown in (W) 1914 map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in {W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 
Opened (W) 1915 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Opened (W) 1913 

Built (S) 1895; not 
shown in (H) cl907 nor 
any (W) maps 

Shown in (W) 1914 map; 
Note: in a (H) c1907 map 
there is an incomplete 
railway shown from 793 
through 712-to 744 

Extended 1914 (Ashford, 
BJRP 18 p540); not 
shown by (W) as now 
in Turkey 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 

Shown in (W) 1914 map 

Shown in (W) 1914 map 

Shown in (W) 1914 map 

Not shown in (W) 1914 
map 
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1916 1st/2nd: 735-784: all TPO 
345/6 

1916 2nd: all TPO 345/6 

1916: all TPO 137/8 

1916: TPO 349/0 part 

1916 1st/2nd: 781-755 or-801a: TPO 
337/8 part 

1916: 781-801a or 755: TPO 339/0 
part 

1915: all TPO 327/8 

1915: all TPO 231/2 

1916: TPO 339/0 part poss 

1916: all TPO 173/4 

1916: TPO 339/0 past poss 

1914: TPO 115/6 part 

1913/14: 756a-742: TPO 243/4 part 
1914/15: 756a-796: TPO 243/4 part 
1915: TPO 243/4 part 
P: 796-712: unnumbered TPO 

1915 1st/2nd: TPO 269/0 part 

P: unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered TPO 

P unnumbered ·TPO 

P unnumberedrouteif 'Skovorodino' 
(modem name) was P name 'Rukh
novo' 
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R37 

R38 

780a (•N)-767a (*N); 10v 
Note: listed within TT 

173a as Nerchinsk
Nerchinsk Gorod 

544-Groitsi (Fl); prior to 
line being opened, Groitsi 
was 43v from 544 and 55v 
from 461 

Not shown in (H) c1907 
map but in 1912 TT- pro
bably as so short, not 
shown in (W) 1914 map 
Poland, therefore not 
shown in (W) maps 

P unnumbered route 

P unnumbered route 

TABLE 7 UNNUMBERED PRIGARA T.P.O.s NOT LOCATED 

(a) ANTINOVKA-KOROP; Antinovka is 39v from 497 toward 222 on TI 111; Korop is listed in TI 
as being 30v from the nearest station which is Krolevets, which is 25v from 497 toward 222, being 
due W of Krolevets, on R. Desna, but I can find no record of a rail link to Korop from Antinovka 
or elsewhere. Perhaps, like TT 225 links, an automobile, not a rail, link was adopted? Or 'auto
bus,' like TT51A? 

(b) BOCHKARIEVO-BURSYA 
(c) BOGUSLAVSKI ZAVOD-331 (Bll) 
(d) KARABASHBVKI-KUSATUM 
(e) MIKAILOV-GANKINO 
(.f) PARAFIEVKA GRIGOROVKA 

TABLE 8 UNNUMBERED PRIGARA TPOs--CORRECTIONS TO B.J.R.P. 26 pp. 12/18 

p.12 AZOV to be H6 not J6 
p 14 KORONEVO (twice) to be F5 not F7 

LIBAVA-HASENPOT: latter to be C2 not G2 
LIUSHCHA-KANAL: latter to be 188A not 188 

p 13 CHECHELNIK to be H3 not H8 
GORA KAL VARIY A to be 142 and El 
ILINSKII POGOST to be E6 not D6 
KANAL to be 188A not 188 

p 15 TSEKHOTSINSK-ALEKSANDOVSK: latter to be ALEKSANDROVO, 4 and El 
p 18 Group 5: line from GURDZHAYANI to go to TSORNIS-TSKALI (now R32) 

line from KIRIUKOVKA to go to NIZKOVKA (is TT 93b) 
also, GEORGIEVSK-SVIATOI KREST is now R33 

KURGANNAYA-LABINSKAYA is now R34 
KURSK-YAMSKOI (ref. B.J.R.P. 28 p. 26) is TillO 
NYTVA-PERM is now R35 + portion of TT 175 

Group 6: WARSAW-GROITSKI is now R38 
SKVIRA-POPELNAYA is TT121a 

Sources Employed 

A. Main Sources 
Al. The Russian Railway Timetable for the Winter 1912/13 (published in St. Petersburg in 1912) 
A2. "A History of Russian Railways" by J. N. Westwood (published by George Allen and Unw n Ltd., 

London, in 1964) which gives much detailed information in the text, in 3 maps of the developing 
railway system (at 1870, 1890, and 1914), and in Appendix 1 (a list of many opening dates). This 
most useful reference was first mentioned in a B.S.R.P. publication by Mr. Ashford in his 1972 
Imperial Russian stamps used in Trancaucasia Part 1 ; Russia is well covered, but not Poland. 

A3. B.J.R.P. 4 (pp 55/56): a list of opening dates of Russian railways, covering the period up to about 
1873, taken from "Russian Posts in the Empire, Turkey and China, etc." by S. V. Prigara (pub
lished in New York in 1941) 

A4. a private communication from A. Saardson giving more precise opening dates for railways into and 
within interwar Estonia 

A5. "The Harmsworth Universal Atlas and Gazatteer" (published by The Amalgamated Press Ltd., 
London, around-from internal evidence-1907). I have found this to be much more useful than 
most other atlases for Imperial Russia, which is not to say that it is always precise y reliable! 
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A6. "The USSR and Eastern Europe: Regional Economic Atlas'' (published by Oxford University 
Press, London, in 1956)-a definitive publication. 

A7. The Russian Rai.way system and list of stations (published in Moscow in 1968) 
AS. "The USSR Railways": maps compiled by J. R. Yonge (publ shed by The Quail Map Company, 

Exeter, U.K., in 1973) / 
A9. B.J.R.P. 3 (pp 31/32) the list of numbered oval TPO routes from Prigara (see Ref. A3), by Dr. 

A H. Wortman 
AlO. B.J.R.P. (pp 9/18)' The oval postmarks of Russia" by I. L. G. Baillie & W. E. C. Kethro, including 

the list of unnumbered TPO routes from Prigara (see Ref. A3). 
All. B.J.R.P. 55 (pp 5/12) "Numerical list of T.P.O.s 1872-1917" by N. Luchnik. 
A12. B.J.R.P. Cumulative Index to B.R.J.P. etc., by R. L. Joseph, published in 1958 
B Subsidiary Sources 
Bl. B.J.R.P. 18 (pp 537/551) "Postal Cancellations of the Transcaucasian Railway" by P. T. Ashford 
B2. B.J.R.P. 28 (p 26) "The Oval Postmarks of Russia" by K. Adler-locating various towns given in 

Ref. AlO 
B3. B.J.R.P. 29 (pp 36/40) "The Murghat Valley Railway" by W. S. E. Stephen 
B4. B.J.R.P. 39 (pp 12/13) "Bukhara Railway Routes" by W. S. E. Stephen 
B5. "The Oval Railway Route Postmarks of Imperial Russia" published by I. L. G. Baillie (undated 

but about 20 years old) 
B6. Post and Telegraph Map of Asiatic Russia (compiled by Post & Telegraph Dept. in 1914) copies 

from: Mr. P. T. Ashford 
Note: Some other references are mentioned directly in the text without specific mention in this list. 

USED ABROAD-FORGERIES 

(The following are the basic contents of an important open letter received by the Secretary of B.S.R.P 
from M. Lipschutz, R.D.P., and I. Maglowski, two of the greatest experts in the subject of Russia Used 
Abroad, and should be read in conjunction with Dr. Casey's statement in the recent B.S.R.P. Bulletin.
Ed.). 

The undersigned wish to inform you that a number of scarce Russian cancellations (mainly of 
the Chinese Eastern Railway), which were recently offered for sale either via auctioneers or via direct 
contacts, proved to be extremely dangerous forgeries. The origin of these forgeries has now been traced, 
and in the Western world they have so far shown up in France, Germany and U.K. Although we have 
some reasons to believe that this flow will stop, some of the forged material may still be offered to Western 
philatelists. 

· Photocopies of some of this "rare" material are given on p. 5 of the central illustrations-please 
inform anyone who may be interested. 

We had thought at first that the cancellers had mobile dates, but this assumption proved luckily 
wrong. Besides the Chinese Eastern Railway cancellations, forged covers were offered: (a) a double 
oval of the ROPiT's 'Par. Kornilov' and (b) 'Ulyasutai-Mongolia' addressed to 'Vernyi.' 

Most of these forgeries have been copied from the Tchilinghirian & Stephen 'Russia Used Abroad' 
books incorporating some of the inevitable mistakes or imperfections of the reproductions. Those 
with doubts about material which may be on offer are advised to contact one of the following experts: 

Mr. z. Mikulski Mr. Roger Calves 
Kamelenbergstr. 15 8 rue Drouot 
CH 39011 St. Gallen 75009 Paris 
Switzerland France 

(or, or course, the B.S.R.P. expertising committee-ref. page 2.-Ed.). 
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TPO MAl=IKS 
data from Rev. L. Leonard Tann 

(1) T.P.O. 298 
Going over some stamps with the oval railway postmarks, I came across a 3k Romanov with 

almost full oval of route 298. The list gives 298 as being 
1911. ..... Lgov - Rodakovo. 1912 ...... Lgov - Lugansk. 

My 3k Romanov reads " .... 0 *298* L'GOV." The sub-letter is V. The "O" could be from Roda
kovo, for which the missing part of the oval would be adequate. The date is 16.11.13. Perhaps an 
"in-between" cancellation, or did it revert to the earlier one in 1913? (from the maps, Millerovo is, I 
suppose, another possibility.-Ed.). 
(2) Ketritsevo 

In B.J.R.P. 55, Mr. Joseph wrote on p. 13 about KETRlTSEVO railway station cancellation. 
He commented there that from 1909 the route was named "KHABAROVSK - NIKOLSK-USSURII
SKI." 

It might be of interest therefore, to note that I have a copy of the Romanov 20k currency-token 
cancelled with the usual railway double oval, part of which is very clearly "KETRITSEVO ... " and the 
date is 1922. It is definitely a T.P.O., though the companion name is illegible and faint. It is a very 
late usage both for a currency-token, and for a stamp bearing a Romanov portrait. Is it possible that 
in the revolutionary period the station reverted to its old name for some reason? 

~ 
USED ABROAD NOTES 
by Oleg Faberge, W. Frauenlob and Seymour Gibrick 

(1) Katta Kurgan 
Publication of a 'find' in B.J.R.P. sometimes provides an interesting sequel and so it is for the two 

part-strikes in the 1880's of the early 'Katty-Kurgansk PO/Syur-Darimsk.Obl." mark on p. 13 of BJRP 55 
for Mr. Faberge has it on cover, dated 17 May 1878. It is on an 8 kop. Ascher 21d postal stationery 
envelope sent to Moscow (arrived 5 June), and is now the earliest recorded Katta Kurgan mark; Mr. 
Faberge believes it is in fact also the earliest for the whole of Bukhara to date (Fig. 1 on p. 4 of central 
illustrations, for tracing). 
(2) Lyailyakan 

Mr. Faberge also advises an entirely new Used Abroad town-it is a double circle mark of "Lyail
yak-Khana Ferg." code letter 'a,' dated 9 Sept. 1916, and Mr. Faberge has ascribed this to the place 
'Lyailyakan' on map 35 of a large atlas of Asiatic Russia, which he equates also to 'Lyai-Lyakan' in 
the 1911 Postal Guide (Helsingfors University Library) in which it is, like other Bukharan offices, ascribed 
to 'Samarkand Obi.' (see Fig. 2). Lyailyakan is about a quarter of the way riorth from Shirabad (which 
is halfway between Derbent and Termez on the railway south from Kagan) towards Derbent. 
(3) Kharbin 

Mr. Frauenlob has sent us a photocopy (Fig. 3) of a loose lR cancelled with Kharbin code zh 
which is not the same as Fig. 593. Although at first sight it is the same, and the '* * zh' at the foot are, 
as Fig. 593, fairly close together, the word Kharbin is longer. The 'Kh' letter has the lower right leg 
in line with the bar over the date, not just above it and more obviously the downstroke of the final letter 
(the hard sign) is aligned with the intersection of the bar with the inner circle (more like Fig. 600). 
(4) Fulya-Erdi 

'Used Abroad' Part 5 p. 419 carries an illustration of the only recorded strike from this halt ('No. 
44' according to the 1912/13 Timetable) on the Chinese Eastern Railway, a few versts W of Tsitsikar; 
it is on a loose Romanov, dated 21 Jan. 1914. Mr. Gilbrik (much as Mr. Faberge for 'Katty-Kurgansk' 
above) advises no less than a complete postcard (Fig. 4) carrying this mark dated 3 Nov. 1913. The 
mark is just off the 3 kop Romanov stamp, for the card is addressed to "St. Fulya-Erdi K.V.Zh.D.'' 
The cancellation is an oval TPO. 'Chita-259-Manchzhurya' of the preceding day. The card itself (Fig. 5) 
is of great interest as it shows a railway map from Nizhneudinsk to Vladivostok, and the line 
from Kharbin through Mukden with no interposed post-1905 international frontier. Amongst the 
small views is one (over the word 'Privyet') of "St. Baikal" which looks like the original ferry terminal 
before the line round the south end of L. Baikal was built. 
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RUSSIA USED IN FINLAND AND VICE VERSA 

b1sed on data from W. Frauenlob 

It is well known that Finnish stamps issued during the Russian period were for internal use within 
Finland only, and that Russian stamps were required for use on Finnish mail destined for elsewhere
whether Russia or not-and were valid for internal Finnish mail but seldom used in preference to Finnish 
stamps for that purpose. 

Mr. Frauenlob has supplied a photo copy (see Fig. 1 on p. 3 of central illustrations) of a Russian 
7 kop postal stationery cover cancelled in 1889 on a Finnish T.P.O., and addressed to Helsingfors. He 
has also supplied a photo copy (see Fig. 2) of the converse situation, a 20 kop postal stationery cover 
with the Finnish circles at the corners of the design, used in 1899 in Khimki, Moscow Gub, and registered 
to Germany. 

To extend the range of confusion, he has further supplied a photo copy (see Fig. 3) of a 3 kop 
postal stationery card with Finnish circles above and below the design, used in 1899 in St. Petersburg 
town post, addressed to Borga, Finland, which is quite correct usage as the card is the returnable half 
of a reply paid card. Finally, mixed franking exists; in Fig. 4 we reproduce Mr. Frauenlob's photo 
copy of a Russian 5 kop letter card bearing also a 2 kop Finnish adhesive making a 7 kop rate from St. 
Petersburg in 1896 to Moscow. 

SHIP AND RIVER BOAT CANCELLATIONS 

Ian L. G. Baillie 

1. Odessa/Batum Steamer Cancellations 
In 1958, Tchilinghirian and Stephen gave us, on p. 184 of Part 2 of Russia Used Abroad, the 

5 basic types of mark used on this line-they called them Types OB-1 to OB-5. Although no Russian 
steamer marks are common, these are the least scarce and maybe for this reason alone it is likely to be 
of some interest to update the story of these marks. In B.J.R.P. there are already 3 updates on record:
No. 39: R. S. Blomfield on p. 3 summarised his holdings (see Figs. 1-10 on p. 1 of illustrations) 
No. 40: I on pp. 8-9 summarised holdings known to me then (see Figs. 1-11 on p. 51 of illustrations). 
No. 49: J. Lloyd on p. 22 recorded a 1905 mark in the rare direction from Odessa to Batum. 
and I have no intention of repeating the above, only to augment them. 
OB-1: I can now record one item in each direction on loose stamps:-Odessa-Kerch-(missing) on 10k 

dated 5 May XXXX, code 1 after day; (missing)-Kerch-Odessa on 8k, dated 19 April 1878, 
code 1 before day. So we now know (assuming of course that the missing name in both marks 
is Poti) that this type was in use 1874/78, approaching the date when the line was extended to 
Batum and OB-2 was presumably introduced. 

OB-2: In the Batum-Odessa direction I have, since B.J.R.P. 41, acquired 6 more copies, but they do 
not further extend the 1881/97 (not '79' as misprinted in B.J.R.P. 41 !) period already known. 
In the rare Odessa-Batum direction I can now record that serial 1 exists on 14k horiz. laid, dated 
21 Feb. XXXX; I also have 2 copies of Serial 3, one being clearly dated 24 Nov. 1888, and I 
believe that a copy of Serial 4 also exists. 

OB-3: In the Batum-Odessa direction I can add 2 more examples of Serial 1, for 10 July 1902 and 25 May 
1903 (the latter on a postcard) inscribed Dozv.denz.Spb. 10 Janv. 1903g) both with a longer 
figure '1' at either side than on earlier examples. 
In the Odessa-Batum direction I can record a second example for serial 3, being dated 25 Nov. 
18:XX 
Thus this type is still known for the years 1895/1904, overlapping OB-2 and its direct successor 
OB-4, but its function is still unclear-was it perhaps used on a different shipping line? Con
trary to the Used Abroad prices, I believe it is less common than OB-2 or OB-4. 

OB-4: In the Batum-Odessa direction I can add several new examples: 
Serial 1: an earlier example has now emerged, being 50 kop horiz. laid, dated 16 Jan. 18XX 
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Serial 2: 2 more loose examples, dated 11 May(?} 1899 and Oct. 1903, plus 21 Oct. 1903 on 
postcard showing a ruined church in Batum Okrug 

Serial 3: a 10 kop. vert. laid pair, but date illegible, plus 4 Dec. 1903 on postcard printed 1902 
in Moscow inscribed "Kavkaz (Cyrillic)-Cancase (French) No. 29, g.Kutais." 

Serial 5: 19 Oct. 1903 on postcard showing a grotto scene in Batum 
Serial 6: 18(?) Oct. or Nov. 1903 on postcard showing NE coast at Yalta 
Serial 7: (not previously recorded): 11 Dec. 1904 on loose stamp 
Serial 9: I now know that an example of this hitherto unrecorded Serial does exist (Eric Peel 

collection) 
Serial 10: 14 Oct. 1903 on postcard ("Gransbergs KA, Stockholm") showing a boulevarde in 

Batum 
Also, I have a 4 kop single clearly dated 24 Feb. 1907, with 'Batum' and 'Odessa' both clear, 
so that it is ttndoubtedly OB-4; it is unfortunate that both Serial Nos. are off the stamp, as this 
type is otherwise recorded from 1897 only to 1905. 
In the rare Odessa-Batum direction there is nothing to add to the Used Abroad drawing of Serial 
2, and the B.J.R.P. 49 note of Serial 1; the rarity is thus increasingly evident. 

OB-5: I have a code 'e' strike in the rare Odessa-Batum direction on 25/1 kop Kuban surcharge, dated 
28 Oct. 1919, when the whole route was in White Russian hands and some level of service was 
apparently in operation. 

2. Other Steamer Cancellations 
(a) Kherson/Aleksandrovsk (River lngulets) 

I can record two single 3 kop horiz. laid singles both bearing Serial 2 dated 13 Sept. 1897 and there
fore possibly from the same original mail item-"Parokhod" at top; fractional date type. 

(b) Rybinsk/Nizhne Novgorod (River Volga) 
I have a 20 kop wove paper single with 3 Aug. 1915 oval type, with "Parokh" at foot-Serial missing. 

(c) Vladivostok/Shanghai 
Tchilinghirian and Stephen record 7 similar oval handstamps, Serials 'a' to 'zh' but only on 7 kop 
and 10 kop of 'Kitai' issue; I can now add the 1 kop value. I can also record a second copy of code 
'zh' in purple, on 3 kop Arms type. 

(d) Vladivostok/Tsuruga (Japan) 
Tchilinghirian and Stephen record 6 similar oval handstamps, Serials 'a' to 'z', on issues not later 
than the 1914 War charities. I can add the 5 kop wove paper perf. value to the 'T & S' list, but more 
interestingly a 4-block of the 20 kop imperf. 1917 issue, cancelled 31 Aug. 1918 with the seventh 
Serial letter 'zh.' 

(e} White Sea 
Dr. Wortman on p. 31 ofB.J.R.P. 42 recorded the 'Murmanskoe Parokh' and 'Bielomorskoe Parokh' 
strikes then known-all from 1909 to 1915, and in the months of May to Sept.-and predicted that 
earlier types ought to exist as the Arkhangelsk Murman Steamship Company was founded in 1875. 
One step back in this story is now possible, as I have acquired a 10 kop horiz. laid single cancelled 
26.6.1904 (fractional date type). The cancellation reads" .... PAROKHOD BIELOMORSKOE" 
at top with 4 small dots in lozenge pattern at right (the foot unfortunately misses the stamp}. 

VERTICALLY LAID 70 kop. VARIETY 

data from W. Frauenlob 

We are indebted to Mr. Frauenlob for a photocopy of a fine used copy of the 70 kop value of the 
1902 vertically laid issue with a broken 'O' in the '70' in the upper right corner (Fig. 2 on p. 8 of central 
illustrations). 

The vertical line inside the 'O' continues upwards and slightly to the right, to join the background 
colour. 
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STAMP BOOKLETS 

S. Kelly 

With reference to the articles in B.J.R.P. 4, 36 and 38 on Russian stamp booklets, which describe 
booklets issued by the St. Petersburg and Kiev postal departments, I can now provide details of a booklet 
issued by the Moscow postal department, sale price 80 kop: 
(1) front cover: as for St. Petersburg 
(2) back cover (see Fig. 1 on p. 8 of central illustrations): as for St. Petersburg, but for Moscow depart-

ment 
(3) both covers: salmon colour 
( 4) no interleaves 
(5) size: as for St. Petersburg 
(6) contents: 3 panes of 6 x 1 kop, 1 pane 6 x 3 kop, 1 pane 6 x 7 kop, making a total of 78 kop 
(7) the 3 panes of 1 kop have margins at the bottom, through which they are stapled to the front cover; 

the panes of 3 kop and 7 kop have margins at the top, through which they are stapled to the back 
cover. ,. 

I am also sure that a Moscow 2R booklet exists. 

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS 

Dr. A. H. Wortman, F.R.P.S.L. 

(Based on the winning entry in the Society's Competition for Research, the accompanying paper 
for which is restricted to 500 words). 

Over a period of many years during which thousands of Russian missives were examined, it was 
noticed that there were relatively few with machine cancellations. Of these few, the earliest had dates 
in the autumn of 1906 and they were used by the Town Post of St. Petersburg. One dated 20 October 
1906 and another 10 November 1906, were postcards coming from St. Petersburg. As may be seen 
(Fig. 1 of p. 6 of central illustrations) the cancellations extend right across the upper parts of the cards 
and are made up of two strikes of a set of parallel straight lines and a circular town and date stamp similar 
to those made by a handstamp. 

Another 1906 item is a postcard from Athens addressed to St. Petersburg and there are two differ
ent machine cancellations used as arrival marks and struck at right angles to one another, both being in 
red. One has the parallel lines and the other is without them. Like the two earlier postmarks described 
above, the one with the lines has the same town and date plug of the Town Post with its number 8. The 
other is slightly smaller but still reads GORODSK POCHTA. There is no number 8 but there is the 
time mark "7 - 8 U" instead, that is "7 to 8 UTRO" (Morning). This looks very much like an experi
mental effort or an early use of the machine. The lines were intended for cancelling stamps and nor
mally do so but an arrival marking would not need them. Through inexperience the marking with the 
lines was struck first and at right angles to the normal position. The correct arrival marking without 
the lines was then put on. The two sets of impressions are dated 26 XII 06. All these 1906 marks are 
neat and clear which is suggestive of the early use of a new apparatus. 

The writer suggests that these earliest Russain machine cancellations as well as all the others of 
the Imperial period were made by machines invented by Nils Krag and manufactured by the Krag Maskin 
Fabrik A/s, Norway. They are known to British collectors as Krag machine cancellations and the 
British cancellations have been extensively studied. The fullest account is that by the late W. Stitt 
Dibden, a grand postal historian whom the writer feels privileged to have known personally, in "Early 
Stamp Machines," Special Series No. 17, The Postal History Society, 1964. The Krag machines pro
duced their continuous impressions across the upper part of missives by means of a small roller in a 
machine which could be hand or treadle operated or driven by a 1/6 h.p. electric motor. The London 
G.P.O. made some trials in 1905 but the machines were judged to be unsatisfactory. Trials the following 
year with an improved electrically driven machine dealt successfully with six to seven hundred missives 
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per minute. This was considered satisfactory and the machine was put into service for the Christmas 
and New Year mail of 1906 at the London E.C. office. Few of the cancelled cards have survived but the 
writer has one, a New Year card cancelled 31 December 1906. 

The contention is that the Russians put a similar machine into service in the autumn of 1906. 
The Krag rollers were always of the same size, giving two impressions of cancelling lines and of the date 
stamp for each revolution. The length of a single impression, representing half the circumference of 
the roller, was always the same, about 78 mm measured from any point in one impression to the corres
ponding point in the next impression. The measurement may vary from 77.5 mm to 78.5 mm due to 
operating conditions. This is the measurement on the London E.C. postcard and on all the Russian 
items and it may be taken as the proving test of a Krag impression. One other characteristic some
times present in cancellations identifies a Krag machine. A toothed wheel holding the missive in position 
against a backing plate during the cancelling process sometimes becomes accidentally inked and makes 
an extra and uninterrupted line just above the postmark. This may be seen in Fig. 2. The plugs for the 
date stamps could be removed of course and so could the cancelling lines. The latter, either straight 
or wavy, were removed altogether for arrival marks as we have seen. 

Mr. Moyes has sent a photocopy of a postcard with a Helsingfors Tri-lingual Krag machine can
cellation of 15 X 1906 (Fig. 3) this being 5 days earlier than the earliest of St. Petersburg. It may be that 
the machine was used in Finland earlier than in Russia and perhaps our members have even earlier mater
ial. Krag was probably able to persuade his own country's Post Office to use his machine earlier than 
anywhere else since the writer has an illustrated postcard with a Krag cancellation of Stavanger 
of 27.VI.06. Other postcards in the writer's possession are from Bucarest 1908, Nuremberg 1910 and 
Melbourne 1911 so Krag's machine soon became popular. It may not be just chance that all these 
early items are postcards. In the London trials in 1905 it was found that the holding toothed wheel 
sometimes damaged envelopes and it is possible that the earliest usage was more or less confined to post
cards. The earliest Russian cover seen is from a Pocht. Tel. Otdiel. whose name is unreadable in the 
cancellation, except that it is in the St. Petersburg Guberniya and the St. Petersburgh Town Post Krag 
arrival mark is dated 29.6 08. 

The earliest Moscow Krag cancellation in the writer's collection is on a 3k postal stationery post
card with the date 27 VI 1912 for the 19th Pocht. Tel. Otdiel. A later example of this cancellation in 
1916 (Fig. 4) shows an interesting error, a small Cyrillic yer instead of a yat. Both examples have the 
cancellation struck vertically and on the postcard the first date stamp is mostly off the card so it is not 
possible to see whether its first date stamp has the error. The letters are so clear on the cover that it 
does appear to be an error and not a letter broken in use. The second or upper impression is correct. 
There is another Moscow Krag cancellation with an error and in the date stamp in the same position 
(Fig. 5). This is for the 5th Ekspeditsiya and reads "5 EKOP" an "O" instead of a Cyrillic "C." The 
error is on a loose stamp and two covers with dates from 6 IV 15 to 21 V 16. 

Parallel broken wavy lines were used in the 1st Ekspeditsiya of St. Petersburg, the earliest seen 
being 24 II 09, and in Odessa "a" 13 7 09 (Fig. 6 on p. 7 of central illustrations) and "b" 4 8 10 while 
unbroken wavy lines were used in Vytka 11 10 15 (Fig. 7) (censored there) and Moscow Eksped. Gor. 
Pocht. 14 11 16. Riga, Lodz and many other towns used parallel straight lines. 

Dr. Luchnik mentions in his monumental article on the Railway Posts in Sovietskii Kollektsioner 
No. 11, 1974 that two railway stations had machine cancellations, the Nikolaevski in St. Petersburg and 
Kharkov. We can show the Kharkov Vokzal Krag cancellation with eight parallel straight lines on a 
POW card to Vienna 18 8 16 (Fig. 8). This was not illustrated by Dr. Luchnik but he shows the St. 
Petersburg one with date 19 12 12. 

Most of the large towns in Finland had the Krag machine and Wiborg has the distinction of 
having used it for Censor marking, replacing the date stamp by large letters D. Ts. (Fig. 9) applied to 
a cover from Nikolaishtad 16101915 to Lappeenranta. The parallel lines and measurements correspond 
exactly with the Wiborg cancelletion as was pointed out by the writer in an article in The Philatelist in 
1940. 

Finally a further use of the Krag machine was made by Riga in 1914, when the Post Office first 
removed the named rings (Fig. 10) and then with crude rings or mutilated plugs to produce mute can
cellations (Fig. 11). 
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REPLY CARDS USED IN RUSSIA 

Dr. A. H. Wortman, F.R.P.S.,L 

I would offer the following explanation for the Karaurgan card on p. 3 of central illustrations of 
B.J.R.P. 55 (ref. p. 17 of B.J.R.P. 55). Karaurgan is known to us. There was a light railway between 
there and Erzerum under Yudenich at the end of 1915. Some one is writing to a Turkish P.O.W. in 
Karaurgan. It looks as though it started from some Turkish town (cancellation at top of card unread
able) and it got a Turkish censor mark (the rectangular mark going on to the stamp). No stamp was 
necessary as it was to a P.O.W. Someone in Karaurgan P.O. cancelled it on arrival, thinking it had 
missed cancellation. 

THE 1916 PROVISIONAL 10 and 20 kop SURCHARGES ON ARMS 
TYPES AND ROMANOVS 

by Rev. L. Leonard Tann 

The note given by Dr. Howard Weinert in B.J.R.P. 55 is very interesting. Jn the quote the journal 
"Filatelya" of Jan. 1917, there is no note as to whether the then writer is noting the "appearance" of the 
provisional surcharges colloquially (that is to say, "I have just seen .... ") or exactly. Also, the quoted 
comment" .... and the other day there appeared for sale the 10/7k Arms stamp" does not tell us whether 
it refers to the closing days of December or the opening days of January 1917. It would have been of 
great interest and assistance if these details could have been clarified. 

I am able to confirm that the 20/14k Catherine II exists in vertical pair, one with/one without 
the surcharge. I recently saw a photocopy of a very large block of this value in America, and the sur
charge is tilted so severely across the sheet, that the top right corner stamp has no surcharge at all, and 
the stamp below has the surcharge hanging from the top frameline. Other stamps on the block showed 
the variety; "O 20 2" and at varying angles. Thus this rare variety exists, and maybe in no more than 
one or two examples. 

1917: PORTUGUESE AMBASSADOR'S CENSORED MAIL FROM 
PET ROG RAD 

David Mushlin 

Recently I found a July 1917 Russian censored cover (Fig. 3 of p. 8 of central illustrations) from 
the Portuguese Ambassador in Petrograd addressed to V. C. Batalka Reis ( a member of the British war
time coalition Cabinet under Lloyd George) in Chelmsford, Essex, U.K. (where it was locally redirected). 

Franking is 2 x 5 kops perf. Arms type, well tied by Petrograd 21 8 17 bridge type marks (the office 
code no. at the foot is unfortunately indecipherable)-the date plug however is presumably incorrect 
as the envelope is clearly marked on the front "rec. 15th August." The violet boxed "39" on front is 
the normal St. Petersburg type; it was also censored in U.K., being resealed with a slip marked 'Opened 
by Censor/1040.' 

The inner upper flap of the envelope is typical of Portuguese republican ideology, showing a 
"Liberty on medallions" theme. A circular violet cachet (Fig. 4) inscribed "Legaco de Portugal/S. 
Petersburgo" around the coat of arms was applied across the flaps on the reverse after the envelope 
was sealed. 

It is interesting to note that the letter was sent just after Kerensky took power, and to speculate 
on the tenor of the contents. The dated endorsement states "conversation between soldiers etc. in St. P. 
Lancers" and maybe the Ambassador was discussing strengthening the Allied (Portuguese and British) 
presence in Petrograd in view of the unsettled political situation at that time and perhaps of Bohhevik 
intentions. 
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ITALIAN FORCES IN THE FAR EAST 

data from Luciano Buzzetti 

On page 9 of central illustrations we include reproductions of 4 postcards supplied by Signor 
Buzzetti of Saronna, Italy. The cards carry marks of the Italian troops in the Far East at the end of 
the first World War, on each one the first three, and two on the fourth. 

From the photocopies available to us, we can also note such features as: 
(a) two cards (Figs. 1 and 2) were apparently franked with Russian adhesives; Fig. 4 

was presumably not. 
(b) the cards were of various origins, Figs. 1 and 4 being private (Fig. 1 Russian, Fig. 4 

apparently English) and Fig. 2 a normal Russian postal stationery item. 
(c) Fig. 1 had the stamps cancelled at Krasnoyarsk 24 Jan. 1919 (the Italian mark was 

not used as a cancellor, and it reached Venice 17 Feb. 1919) whereas Fig. 2 has the 
postal stationery and the 50 kop adhesive cancelled by the Italian mark. 

Signor Bruzetti has listed the Italian marks as:-
Fig. 1: Regia Truppe Italiane/in Estremo Oriente/ ...... Compagnia 
Fig. 2: Regia Poste/Legione Redenta di Siberia/Comando 
Fig. 3: Distaccamento Regia Truppe Italiane/in Estremo Oriente 
Fig. 4: circular mark: Distaccamento Regia Marina in Cina/Comando (applied in Pekin) 

semicircular mark; Distaccamento/Italiani/Irredenti (applied in Siberia). 

~ 

THE FAR EAST REPUBLIC DVR OVERPRINT 

G. G. Werbizky 

One more comment on the Far Eastern Republic overprinted postcards; this probably should 
have been the first comment: Chuchin 1927 Catalogue of Postage Stamps and entries, "Civil War in 
Russia (1917-1924), 3-rd edition, lists the following: 

Postcards 
1919-1920. Black overprint "DVR" on Imperial postcards unused 

1.-3k. carmine 5.0 
2.--4k. carmine with the portrait of Peter I 5.0 

The same on the Provisional Government ('Kerensky') Postcards: 

3.-5k.-violet 
4.-5 plus 5k.-violet 

Printed Matter Wrappers-"Banderoli" 
1919-1920. Black overprint 'DVR' on the Imperial wrappers: 

unused 
3.0 
3.0 

used 

used 

Unused Used 
1.-lk. Orange 
2.-2k. Green 
3.-lk. Orange (with the portrait of Peter I) 
4.-2k. Green (with the portrait of Alexander II) 

.30 
.30 
.15 
.15 

This means that postcards, reply cards and wrappers should exist. Note that Chuchin gives 
pnces for unused items only. 
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1918 DORPAT OCCUPATION SURCHARGE 

Eric S. Poulter 

The translation of "Estonia: Tartu Issue, March 5th, 1918" from the Eesti Philatelist (B.J.R.P. 55 
p. 20) has raised in my mind several queries on the evidence of three covers in my possession. 

Though I am not competent to judge whether the straight line DORPAT was a "one-off" made 
by Hermann Berg, it looks very like other straight line cancellors which I have seen illustrated, and I have 
not heard of any other straight line cancellor being used as a censor mark. 

My first day p.c. is addressed to Dorpat-i.e. locally. This has "Gepruft" and an initial written 
in red ink. This is a censor mark, so if "DORP AT" is a censor mark, why go to the trouble of writing 
"Gepruft"? 

My second cover is an envelope also addressed locally to Dorpat-probably philatelic as it is 
stuck down and has never been opened. This cover has no evidence of being censored as it has no 
"Gepruft" in red ink. 

My third cover is addressed to Riga. It has "Gepruft" on in red ink and the R in small circle 
in black ink, the censor mark of Riga. It also has an additional 15 pf Ob. Ost. stamp cancelled Riga 
17.3.18-the usual German double ring bridge type. 

I wonder where the "Gepruft" was put on, but my guess would be in Dorpat. If that were the 
case, what would be the object of taking the local letters to Riga for censoring, a distance of some 140 
miles, when probably transport was limited. Neither of my local letters shows any evidence of having 
been to Riga. I would not have thought that so many letters would have been posted in Dorpat, for 
it to have been beyond the capabilities of the F.P.O. staff to extract the local letters. 

The third addressed to Riga has obviously been censored in Riga as evidenced by the R in circle 
(incidentally there were two R in circle marks at Riga, the smaller one being the scarcer). It therefore 
appears to have been censored twice, probably once in Dorpat and certainly in Riga. One can under
stand this, as any military intelligence would probably be known to the locals, but it might be quite 
unknown in general in Riga. . 

The non local covers were additionally franked with either 15 pf or 20 pf Ob Ost stamps. I have 
seen it written that this was done free of charge by the Germans and that a similar occurrence took place 
in W.W. II. The translated article says that this charge was debited to the Dorpat post office. It might 
also be that the additional Ob. Ost. stamps were in the nature of postage dues, and the amount 
due collected from the recipient. 

One wonders at the necessity for these provisionals. Surely the Ob. Ost. stamps were available 
in Dorpat. I have odd copies of Ob. Ost. stamps with German postmarks from all over this area. One 
wonders if the solution lies in "all remainders to be sold to dealers and collectors". There was one dealer 
at least involved in other "shady" deals in this area. 

(Dr. Wortman also advises he has a similar item in his collection with 'R in circle' as a German 
censor mark.-Ed.). 

THE RUSSIAN REFUGEES POST-Part 3 

J. G. Moyes 

The second part of this article covered the plain surcharge values which could be analysed without 
introducing too many unknown factors. To complete the plain surcharges it remains to deal with those 
which defy a logical approach and offer only unsatisfactory conclusions, namely the l,0OOR and large 
10,000R. 

As explained earlier, the 5,000R and 20,000R second stones appear to have been produced from 
the transfer units of the original stones or new units made from them. The 1,000R. and 10,000R. late 
stones have not been laid down by transfers of more than one impression at a time, but by a series of 
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individual transfers. This does not mean that the transfer unit for either was not a multiple impression 
unit but simply that each impression has been cut singly on transfer paper. Why these two values 
shou d be treated differently is impossible to say, but it could imply that the new stones for each were 
made at a different time, in a different place and for use on different machinery than the other values. 
If the original transfer units had been available I am sure they would have been used. Joined transfer 
units were used in old style lithography to save time and effort. Any reversal from this procedure must 
have been prompted by their unavailability. 

If we discount any intermediate units, the only remaining transfer subjects available would be 
those from the original stones. These impressions would be in multiple units consisting of all or parts 
of the stones, depending on what had been salvaged and the extent of defacement. To give the equality 
of subtypes seen on the second 1,000R. stone a portion of the original stone showing these in equal 
numbers would be necessary. For the large 10,000R. this equality is not necessary. 

The unequal number of each type on the large 10,000R. late stones points to an unequal number 
of each type on the respective transfer units. Logically, more than one of some or all subtypes have 
been used. This is born out by examination of all impressions of a single type seen on the late settings. 
They do not correspond to each other sufficiently to be able to say they come from the same single trans
fer subject. This also applies to the second l ,000R. stone where, contrary to the large 10,000R., an 
equal number of each type has been used as transfer subjects. 

Where the original transfer units were re-used for the late stones, retouching to these units may 
not have been necessary before laying down the fresh stones as the units had only been used for a few 
transfers. If parts of the original stones were to be used as transfer units, some retouching was almost 
certain. Litho stones were perpetually being re-touched in use as the impressions easily eroded. It is 
therefore likely that the 1,000R. and 10,000R. first stones received some attention during their working 
life, not only before being used for laying down the new stones. The extent of the former cannot be 
ascertamed without examining the last sheets surcharged, and we have no way of identifying these. Some 
retouching is evident on examining the late settings, but it is not thorough. How much of it is to the 
transfer units before start of work and how much to the completed stone before or after some use? A 
satisfactory grouping of second setting impressions of a particular subtype to match a single impression 
has not been possible, although it can be partially done. Fortunately this difficulty is not a hindrance 
to identification of which stones are the originals, and thus the genuine. 

To return to the question of why all 1,000R. and large 1 0,000R. late stone transfers were laid down 
individually, we do have a precedent from the printer of this issue. Essayan produced two pictorial 
sets for Armenia which according to Tchilinghirian and Ashford in Part 4 of their work "Postage Stamps 
of Armenia," were produced from stones made by single transfers from the master unit, a composite 
unit apparently not being used. Good alignment results so perhaps this is the major reason, but it 
is more likely that this method was used for the values under discussion because of the nature of the 
available subjects on the stones. If only a part of the original stone were fit for use and that an awkward 
grouping of impressions, then transfers would have had to be cut on paper to convenient sized units for 
laying down. The alignment of the first l,OOOR. stone is poor in places and implies each transfer of the 
unit of five was laid down on paper to the stone without a full paste up of one hundred subjects. The 
first 10,000R. stone shows a wastage of transfers which could have been avoided with a full paste up. 
On the late stones a full paste up is certain-individual laying down of every impression could not 
have given the good, or rather the better, alignment seen, apart from the inconvenience caused. 

l,0OOR. Surcharge 

We are told that this surcharge was prepared for the postcard rate supposedly in force from the 
start of the Post until the end of December 1920 or the first few days of 1921. Certainly these dates are 
confirmed by an examination of postcards at the l,0OOR. rate. Only the occasional exception is found. 
The Essayan contract and the confusion at Constantinople at the time deny the practicality of a new 
postal system in December 1920 or the availability of adhesives showing surcharges. It seems the 1,000R. 
rate was obsolete before it had a chance to come into being, if a genuine system ever operated. We 
find postcards at the 5,000R. rate from the second week of January 1921. 

The messages on the postcards are usually of the form "I am here-I have heard you are there". 
Sometimes a card will just have a greeting, or will comment on conditions. If it is argued that all Wrangel 
mail is manufactured then it is not surprising that the proportion of postcards to envelopes is small, as a 
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message had to be written which was time consuming. Equally with just a single stamp of low denomin
ation they were worth less to potential purchasers than other items. The sending of postcards was very 
popular at that time throughout Europe and much higher proportionally than today. From Haver
beck's list of rates it seems the refugees were originally asked to pay five times as much to send a letter 
than a postcard! The refugees in the camps were those who were not self-supporting but who relied 
on the small dole supplied by the Allies and distributed through the Red Cross. It has been established 
that the Aid Bureau paid the postage on refugee mail, even when delivered by the Allies. I do not accept 
that any postcards were carried between the camps, bearing Wrangel adhesives and cancels, which had 
been prepaid in cash. 

The postcards, as the envelopes, are seen in a wide range of handwriting, although many are in 
the same. I would like to suggest a possible source for some of this mail. The Bureau kept lists of 
who was where, and helped with the addressing of mail to refugees whose whereabouts were unknown 
to the writers. The address on some postcards has been completed in a different hand, which would 
bear this out if the mail were genuine. The refugees moved on to other countries as soon as they could. 
Much mail must have been undelivered as the addressees had gone, left the camps for a new life else
where. Mail handed in to the Bureau and which would have been delivered by its members would not 
bear adhesives or other system's cancels. Could some of this undelivered mail have been misappropri
ated by the perpertrators of the Wrangel issue? After all, with the Bureau being the centre of oper
ations, this mail was on hand to those responsible for the adhesives, mail which could never be de! vered. 
Some Wrangel items could well be genuine refugee mail which has had adhesives and cancels added at 
a later date. A final word on the postcards; most are of views of Constantinople but others have been 
seen of French and Italian origin! 

The 1,000R. surcharge is found in two settings, termed the ''Regular" and ''Irregular" by Kethro 
and Ashford. The regular setting comprises five subtypes repeated in the same order for each hori
zontal row throughout the sheet. The horizontal alignment and spacing of the five types is identical 
on each row on panes 1, 3 and 4. Each vertical row aligns identically on each of these three panes indivi
dually but no pane shows similar vertical alignment to another; there are no pairs of repetitive alignments 
and spacings on the vertical rows. The transfer unit for the regular setting was thus a single horizontal 
run of five. On pane 2 however, that is the top right of the printed sheet, subtypes 1-3 match those 
on the other panes as do 4-5 but subtype 3 does not align correctly with 4. The vertical rows 1-3 
align with each other as do 4-5 but the two groups do not align identically with each other. There is no 
sign of any erased impression. Pane 2 was not transferred in fives but in threes and twos, presumably 
as the transfer unit broke. We have no reason to suppose that impressions were deliberately transferred 
thus as the result is not better alignment, in fact the reverse, and it would seem Pane 2 was the last to be 
laid down. Evidence from the 5,000R. surcharge (in part 2), also prepared for the kopek sheets so the 
method of preparation should be the same, points to the order of laying down being 1, 3, 4, 2; it looks 
the same with the l ,OOOR. 

The irregular setting shows the same five subtypes again repeated twenty times each but in random 
order. All 100 impressions have been cut to individual units on the transfer paper. As we have an 
equal number of each subtype on the irregular stone we must expect an equal number of each on whatever 
has been used as transfer unit, and the indications are that more than one of each subtype was used. 

The layout of the irregular setting given below differs from Kethro and Ashford on two positions 
where the subtypes concerned are transposed. 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 1 3 4 3 3 2 2 4 3 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 4 1 3 5 1 2 2 5 1 3 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 4 2 4 4 3 2 5 5 1 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 3 5 5 4 4 3 5 4 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 1 1 2 1 1 3 5 2 2 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 2 2 1 4 4 5 3 1 5 1 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 2 1 3 4 2 4 5 2 3 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 5 2 1 3 5 4 2 1 3 
l 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 1 4 1 2 1 4 4 3 
I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 2 3 4 3 

Regular Setting Irregular Setting 
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The Kethro and Ashford flaws (reproduced with Mr. Ashford's permission on the top of p. 10 
of the central illustrations) are seen on both settings and are usually clear on both. Subtypes 2 and 5 
should never be in doubt while subtype 4 shows the line on the last letter of ARMII on all irregular 
impressions and all bar two regular, although the length of the line varies. The subtypes which can 
cause confusion are 1 and 3 and are best separated by elimination. Some new flaws (see also p.10 of 
central illustrations) are given below which enable this to be done without much trouble. 

Subtype 1 (a) There is a dot on the side of the second letter of ARMII, seen on subtype 2 also 
and thus on the single unit used to lay down the transfer unit of five. This implies 
transfer unit was laid down 5-4-3-2-1. This dot is seen on both settings. 

(b) On the regular setting, on the first letter of RUSSKOI there is a gap in the curve; 
a similar but smaller gap is seen on some regular setting subtype 2. It would 
appear to have originated on the original single unit during laying down of the 
transfer unit as some regular subtype 3 show a faint dot at the side of the letter 
where the gap appears on subtype 2 then 1. This dot is most prominent on regular 
pane 1 of subtype 3. Irregular setting subtype 1 does not show this gap but does 
show varying shapes to the curve of the letter, pointing to more than one retouched 
impression being used. 

(c) Both settings show the third letter of RUSSKOI with the lower extremity extending 
further to the right than the upper. 

(d) On the fourth letter ofRUSSKOI there is a dot on the top which sometimes spreads 
to thicken the letter at this point. It is seen on both settings. 

(e) The fourth letter of ARMII has a slight extension to the right at the base, on both 
settings. 

(f) The fourth letter of RUBLEI has a dot on the left of the right stroke, on both 
settings. 

Subtype 2 (a) There is a dot to the left stroke on the second letter of ARMII similar to subtype 1, 
seen on both settings. 

(b) The first letter of RUSSKOI has a dot attached to the top right of the curve seen 
on both settings. 

(c) The last letter of RUBLEI has the central bar failing to meet the right hand 
upright which has a kink. This is only seen on the regular setting; the irregular 
shows variation here. 

Subtype 3 (a) The fifth letter of RUSSKOI is distinctive on subtypes 3 on both settings, although 
occasionally this is lost by thickening of the impression. 

(b) The first letter of RUSSKOI has a dot by the curve at the right, as mentioned 
above under subtype 1 flaw b. This is seen on most regular impressions, but on 
only a few irregular and then very faintly. The irregular sometimes shows the 
break at this point similar to regular setting flaw 1 (b). 

(c) The last letter of ARMII has a dot below the cross stroke, seen on most regular 
but very few irregular. 

Subtype 4 The last letter of RUSSKOI has a protrusion on the left of the left hand stroke, 
seen on both settings. 

Subtype 5 (a) The fourth letter of RUBLEI is broken or weak on the left down stroke just above 
the curve, on most regular but only about a quarter of the irregular. 

(b) On the word RUSSKOI between the second and third letters there is a dot seen 
very faintly on most regular and a few irregular. 

(c) There is a dot over the first letter of RUBLEI seen on virtually all regular but 
only about a dozen irregular. 

The third letter of RUBLEI on all subtypes shows a weakness on the top right of the curve; this 
must have been on the original single unit. Where the letter is intact it will be from over inking 
or retouching. The transfer unit for the regular setting would show the weakness on all five impressions, 
while for subtype 1 it would show new flaw (b) and for subtype 2 it would show new flaw (c). 
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An examination of the irregular setting to see if any new transfer flaws are present on any sub
type which are not seen on the regular setting has not yielded much success. Some new transfer flaws 
are seen but not constant on all examples of a particular subtype (e.g. on subtype 1, three, possibly four 
impressions show a dot between the second and third letters of RUSSKOI; on subtype 3, half the impress
ions show a faint dot north west of the left of the bottom serif on the third letter of POCHTA : this is a 
significant flaw and discounting any intermediate units infers that if impressions used for transfers were 
used equally then at most just two of subtype 3 were employed ; on subtype 5, four impressions show a 
dot between the second and third zero of the value). Certain parts of the designs of all subtypes, such 
as the horizontal bars of the first and last letters of POCHTA and the central shape of the zeros of the 
value show variations which can be matched to a group of impressions sometimes, but by no means 
always. These cannot be from a series of only one of each subtype unless the transfer units were retouched 
between pulls, and I do not believe they were as we still have many broken letters, missing serifs, etc. 
The irregular setting must have been laid down by more than one impression of each subtype; 
the irregular, if it is the second setting, was 9ot laid down by the regular transfer unit; it needs to be 
shown first that it is the second setting. 

With the shortage of new flaws on the irregular and no constant new transfer flaws at all, onl~ 
three which are seen on a few impressions, it is not possible to use the state of the respective transfe 
units as a sole means of establishing which setting is the original, but it not a drawback as other ways 
can be seen to show the order of production. First let us assume that the irregular setting is the first 
and that part of the irregular stone or its transfer units were used to lay down the regular setting. The 
regular transfer unit was only one of each subtype and random selection of five subjects from the irregular 
stone would be most unlikely to give one of each type. This would mean the subjects would have to 
come from the irregular transfer units. If these consisted of more than one of each subtype, again 
random selection should not have given one of each type. So, if the irregular was the original, its transfer 
unit should have been one of each type which does not bear examination. No horizontal row and only 
one vertical (middle row in Pane 4-not even therefore on the edge of the plate) would give the 5 different 
subtypes-a chance of only 1 in 40. A second line of reasoning is that the irregular setting, with its 
missing serifs, retouches, broken letters, etc., was not laid down with freshly produced transfer subjects 
but with worn impressions which had already seen some use. This could not make it the original stone, 
and at best only the second stone to a yet undiscovered setting. Thirdly, and following from the above, 
the irregular has many constant stone flaws where part of the design is missing, see Kethro and Baillie 
BJRP 16. These could only have come from poor transfer subjects, but not necessarily from subjects 
showing these flaws. On the irregular stone these flaws have not been retouched. If the stone were 
retouched after laying down, and before being used, the flaws could not have been missed as they are 
obvious. This indicates that any retouching in the preparation of the stone was to the transfer units 
before start of work. It was argued that if the irregular were the first then only one of each subtype 
should have been on the transfer unit. Any retouching in this case must show uniformly on the setting, 
and it does not. Let us take a flaw to examine this, the important new subtype 1 flaw (b) : This only 
shows on the regular setting; on the irregular, the line of the curve varies and has been retouched, not 
uniformly but in different ways ; under the heading of this flaw it was stated that it had developed in 
the laying down of the regular setting transfer unit. New flaws on subtype 1, flaw (a) and two, flaw (a) 
have also developed during the laying down of the regular transfer unit. The regular must precede the 
irregular. 

Some other indications that the regular is the first setting are : 

1. Joined transfer unit. We have joined transfers on at least one setting of all values, and logic
ally it is more probable that all first stones were produced from these, as they were made at the same 
time, in the same place and by the same man, whereas there is no reason for believing all the late stones 
were produced together. The irregular setting transfer unit would have been a multiple impression 
unit but for some reason it was not used for joined transfers on paper. 

2. Subtype flaws show stronger on the designs of the regular setting than on the irregular where 
they have not so much faded but become much thinner, although this is not always true on flaws away 
from the designs. In the case of the subtype 4 flaw, line from right to last letter of ARMII, the line 
is generally thinning but longer than is usually seen on the regular setting. 
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3. Reference to the various lists from the Postmaster shows that the irregular stone was used 
- on stamps which would not have been part of the original printing. Kethro and Ashford listed all stamps 

they had found with each of the l ,OOOR. surcharge stones and their list gives a clear picture of this misuse. 

4. Irregular setting sheets exhibit certain features not seen on the regular setting. The first is 
the thinness of impression mentioned under other values as a feature of the second stones. Impressions 
on the regular setting are inclined to spread, through over inking or the consistancy of the ink used; 
this spreading comes from the printing not the appearance on the stone. The second feature of irregular 
sheets is the presence of smudges and dots and these fall into two categories, constant and non-constant. 
The latter come from poor workmanship in printing, but the former are caused by poor cleaning or 
erasing of the impressions on the stone, originally there before this irregular setting was laid down. These 
remnants come only under the new transfers, not elsewhere. They are spread too clearly in alignment 
with the new impressions to make one think they could be the remains from cleaning off any other design 
than previous Refugee Post surcharges. The bottom of Pane 3 shows these marks as well as any other 
place. Were these previous transfers from another setting, or erased impressions necessitated by mis
takes in laying down the irregular setting itself? I do not believe these can be marks hastily corrected; 
there are too many of them and if we return to my earlier remarks about transfers on paper, a full paste-up 
transferred in toto would not give a number of scattered smudged impressions. In the unlikely event 
of this being so it is most improbable that the new impressions would be the correct subtypes to main
tain the equality of numbers of each. The indications are therefore that the irregular setting was laid 
down on a stone that had previously been used for a setting of one of the values, and if so is a very strong 
pointer to it being a late stone and not an original. 

Having established that the regular setting is our original stone, we need to know what was used 
from it to produce the irregular. It was argued above that, as Kethro and Baillie's flaws which show 
part omissions from the designs have not been retouched, then retouching was probably not to the com
pleted stone but to the transfer units used. This does not deny the possibility of any later retouching 
to the stone after use, but any of this has missed these flaws (which seems strange). The varying nature 
of the transfers of a single subtype on the irregular implies more than one of each being used if retouching 
were to the transfer units used and not to the completed stone, so we must look to the regular stone and 
not to its transfer unit to find the subjects used to lay down the irregular. Ignoring the possibility of 
any intermediate units, to maintain the equality of subtypes we would need to look for a series of hori
zontal rows of the regular stone to provide the necessary transfer subjects as the regular stone shows the 
five types repeated on each horizontal row. Which rows and how many of them? 

One certainty is that all 100 subjects have not been used. A number of constant plate flaws as 
opposed to transfer flaws appear on the regular stone which are not repeated on the irregular. 

On pane one, stamp 6 shows a dot above the stop after RUBLE! while stamp 13 has a dot to the 
right of ARMII. Stamp 16 has a comma above the second zero on the value and stamp 24 shows two 
inarks south west of the first letter of RUBLEI. 

On pane two, stamp 12 has the 6th letter of RUSSKOI incomplete at the top and, on the same 
word, part of the second letter missing one-third of the way down from the top on the right. On stamp 
18 the loop of the first letter of RUBLE! is broken, and the right half of the dot after the first figure of 
the value is missing. 

On pane three, the left stroke of the last letter of ARMII is shorter than the right on stamp 10. 

On pane four there is a dot over the dot after the first figure of the value on stamp 20. 

To be added to these are some flaws away from the designs on the regular stone which need not 
have showed on the irregular if the impressions in question were used as transfer subjects as they could 
have been lost in the cutting of the transfer paper. On regular pane one, there is a dot below the fourth 
letter of RUBLE! on stamp 19 and a dot between stamps 21 and 22 on a level with the second row of 
the inscription. On pane three there is a dot south west of the first letter of RUBLE! on stamp 3. Apart 
from these plate flaws, two new transfer flaws not mentioned before should be added here as they also 
show marks away from the designs and so could have been lost with the cutting of the transfer paper. 
Between subtypes 2 and 3 there is a dot level with the bottom of the value, while there is a dot a full 2mm 
below the last letters of R UBLEI on all subtype 1. 
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The standard subtype flaws which consist of dots or lines extending from letters are seen on both 
settings, and thus have not been cleaned off the irregular setting transfer units. Any plate flaws still 
showing on the regular stone, if part of this were used to lay down the irregular, would not therefore 
have been cleaned off either. Irregular setting plate flaws consisting of incomplete letters have not been 
retouched, so any retouching would have been to the transfer units used for it rather than the completed 
stone. No obvious retouching has been noticed to the pane two plate flaws above at the respective 
parts of the design of the subtypes in question on the irregular stone, although some irregular subtype 5 
look as if they may have been retouched corresponding to the pane three stamp 10 flaw (which flaw 
strangely is repeated on the irregular in the same place). 

Plate flaws are not necessarily produced during laying down. If they are then they are fixed to 
the stone when the designs are etched-in with acid and should remain. Others though can be formed 
during use of the stone, when a piece of grit gets attached to the design or to a part of the stone which 
has lost its resistance to repel grease; ink will be taken up and will remain as a plate flaw but as the spots 
thus formed are not fixed with acid they can disappear in time with continual wear. Could all the plate 
flaws on the regular have disappeared naturally? I doubt it very much. Those mentioned are constant 
on all material seen. Some could have disappeared certainly but not for instance all of those on pane 
one together. It would be justifiable to assume that neither all 100 regular impressions nor any part 
of pane one were used to lay down the irregular stone. Pane two would be unlikely because of the 
necessary retouching not seen on the irregular . 

. If a group of transfers from the regular stone were used, the most convenient group would natur
ally be a pane as it would be necessary to use a series of horizontal rows to maintain the equality of 
numbers of the subtype. In reality, whatever was salvaged was used. We are told the stones were 
destroyed in the presence of a member of the Allied Commission. They were probably just defaced 
with a line drawn across, leaving several impressions untouched. A line corner to corner would leave 
two panes clear, either one and four or two and three. Straight lines horizontally across top two and 
bottom two panes would rule out any pane being used complete. Corner to corner lines across each 
pane individually would leave four of each subtype still available on each pane. It would be conjecture 
to say what hapened, but I would think that if a pane were used intact it would have to be pane four, 
equally if only a part pane was used. More irregular impressions would appear to match those from 
pane four than any other pane. But we have no reason to believe that a pane or part pane was used, 
only that we need a series of horizontal rows to maintain equality of subtypes should part of the regular 
setting have been used to lay down the irregular, and it should have been unless an intermediate unit 
exists. The new irregular setting subtype three flaw, dot by third letter POCHTA, appears on too many 
impressions for us to say that four or five of each subtype were used to lay down the irregular, if these 
impressions have come from the regular stone. On the other hand, irregular impressions do not match 
each other sufficiently to enable us to say that only one or two of each subtype were used. So does 
another setting exist? It would need to come between the two we have and be laid down with no more 
than one or two of each type, probably with the original transfer unit of five, now in two parts subtypes 
one to three, and four and five. Until a new setting turns up I defer giving an opinion on what produced 
the irregular setting, as it could only be guesswork. 

Distinguishing the setting when dealing with single stamps is not too difficult. First some general 
observations: regular impressions appear thicker, although irregular impressions are found in two forms, 
a thin weak type in light inks and thicker types in darker inks; the second and third letter of POCHTA 
touch or almost touch on the regular setting while on the irregular there is always a distinct gap; the 
central parts of enclosed loops on letters are often almost full of ink on the regular, while there is always 
a clear space on the irregular; the dot over the fourth letter of ARMII touches or nearly touches the 
letter on the regular, while on the irregular they are always apart. The regular stone flaws given earlier 
identify a few positions, while the Kethro and Baillie flaws identify 12 irregular positions. All of their 
flaws are constant on my material apart from one pane which shows their stamp 100 flaw missing. Now 
some guidelines based on subtype flaws:-

Subtype One: 
The gap in the first letter of RUSSKOI always distinguishes the regular as does the subtype 1 

transfer flaw dot 2mm below last letter of RUBLEI, but impressions need the surcharge well upwards 
on the stamp to ensure its being seen as it can be lost in the perforation holes. Neither of these two 
flaws is present on the irregular. 
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Sub type Two: 

New flaw 2(c) distinguishes all regular impressions. Very few irregular show the kink in the 
letter and the thickness should distinguish these. · The new regular setting transfer flaw dot between 
subtypes 2 and 3 will show on any surcharge positioned slightly to the left of the stamp. 

Subtype Three: 

The same transfer flaw mentioned above will show on any surcharge positioned to the right of 
the stamp, and so distinguish the regular setting. Half the irregular setting subtype 3 show the dot to 
north west of bottom serif of third letter of POCHT A. 

Subtype Four: 

The line on the right of the last letter of ARMII varies on both settings, but the irregular is usually 
longer and is always thinner. 

Subtype Five: 

The presence of new flaws 5(a), (b) and (c) should distinguish the regular, and the absence of two 
or all three of them should determine the irregular. 

Forgeries of the l,0OOR. are not dangerous, although strictly speaking the irregular setting is-a 
forgery also. I have three types. The first has the general appearance of being too thick and not uni~ 
form; there is only a faint stop after ARMII while the fourth and fifth letters of this word are slighty 
shorter than the rest; POCHTA is too tall and the last zero of the value is too full; all serifs are wrong. 
The second forgery has the last letter of POCHT A square, the fourth letter of ARMII too short and the 
bar of the last letter of RUBLEI too central; all letters are too narrow. The third forgery has all the 
letters wrong, irregular in size and shape; the serifs are usually missing; the bar to the last letter of 
RUBLEI is too low; the right stroke of the last letter of ARMII is shorter than the left; there is no dot . 
after the word. 

As with other values, the l ,OOOR. exists in a type which is apparently genuine but which shows no 
subtype marks. As with other values this is found with THALS guarantee and so emanates from the 
Postmaster. It can be distinguished at a glance by the signs at the top of the last letters of RUSSKOI 
and RUBLE!, which are too long and too straight. I have this on imperforate 4k. Arms type among · 
others, a stamp which is not included in the Postmaster's various lists of stamps surcharged. It should 
not be a part of a genuine printing and should beincluded among the forgeries, along with the irregular 
setting. 

The forged Pera and Belgrade cancels are found on covers bearing irregular setting l ,000R. I 
have not seen either on the regular setting. The genuine cancels are seen on covers bearing either setting . 

10,000R. Surcharge Large: 

The large plain 10,000R. surcharge will be dealt with at a later date. At present Kethro, Ash
ford and Baillie's settings B and C still cannot be given in full. Complete sheets of these settings .are 
not yet available. If any member has these, or multiples which enable more positions to be identified. 
than has appeared in print before, could he please contact me so as complete a picture as possible can 
be given of this surcharge. 
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THE VOLGA FAMINE RELIEF STAMPS, 1921 

Hilary Norwood 

The famine which followed the drought of the spring of 1921 was especially severe in the south
eastern provinces of European Russia, including in the Volga regions, and on 18 July 1921 a Central 
Commission for Famine Relief was set up under the chairmanship of M. I. Kalinin. Its function was to 
raise funds for and supply grain for the next se6lson and food for immediate relief of distress, and also to 
assist in moving some of the people, particularly children, away from the stricken areas. Early in August 
the management committee of Goznak (the State Printing Works) conceived the idea of a set of charity 
stamps to be issued in aid of the Famine Relief Fund and put the proposition to the People's Commissar 
for Finance. · 

Without waiting for approval the management asked N. Kachuro and A. Razumovskaya to 
submit designs for such stamps. Kachuro produced a drawing of boats bearing food supplies sailing 
down the River Volga which was accepted in principle but entrusted to Razumovskaya to redraw and 
improve, whilst Razumovskaya's own design symbolic of a worker giving aid to the starving peasantry 
was adopted without alteration. 

On 10 Sept. 1921 the Management Committee sent an urgent order to their Moscow No. 2 factory 
to print the stamps with the River Volga scene, and priced 2,250 Rubies, using the same inks and at the 
same time as the definitives (S. G. types 48 and 49) then on order by the People's Commission for Posts 
and Telegraphs. There was no paper available so the stamps, size 55 x 34mm, were printed on the margin 
of sheets of the new definitives. They were printed by lithography and are found on the several kinds of 
paper used for the definitives, the "normal" paper which included some variations in thickness, pelure 
paper and cartridge paper, and in the three colours green, brown and red used for the 300r., 200r., and 
l,OOOr. definitives respectively. The paper varieties are, naturally, the same as those of these definitives, 
i.e.-

green normal and pelure, 
brown normal only, 

red normal, pelure and cartridge; 

The papers are unwatermarked but in some cases a watermark (Fig. 3 of p. 10 of central illustrations) 
may be found on the edges of "normal paper. This watermark is one not found on other Soviet stamps. 

By 7 Oct. 1921 the printing was complete and the numbers produced were 
red 437,248 
green 189,704 
brown 154,256 

The quantities on each type of paper are unrecorded, but as is well known green stamps on pelure paper 
are the rarest. 

The sheets consisted of 100 definitive stamps and 8 Famine Relief stamps which were cut from 
the rest of the sheet and eventually put on sale in narrow sheets of two rows of four stamps, with a wide 
gutter in the middle separating the second and third stamps in each row. (Six green sheets and five each 
of the brown and red sheets were preserved uncut in the Goznak archives). 

The stamps in the upper row of the Famine Relief sheetlet differ from the stamps in the lower 
row in that the chimney on the middle house of the three on the far bank of the river is uncoloured whilst 
in the lower row the chimney is in solid colour (see p. 9 for a vertical pair, and Figs. 1 and 2 on p. 8 for 
detail enlargements). 

On 20 Sep. the Goznak Management Committee sent Razumovskaya's other drawing, worker 
giving aid to a peasant, to the Moscow No. 2 factory with the request to produce the stamps, also to be 
priced at 2,250 rubies, in several colours and not exceeding 100,000 stamps in all. At this stage problems 
arose in adapting the drawing to a stamp and producing satisfactory proofs adapted to the paper avail
able; whilst originally it had been proposed to print on the margins of sheets of definitives the factory 
was supplied only with off-cuts from definitive sheets; they had wanted to print 20 stamps on each piece 
but could only fit in 18. In addition to these technical problems there were administrative ones. The 
People's Commission for Posts and Telegraphs and the Russian Philatelic Bureau, both of which had 
initially shown little interest in the idea of famine relief stamps now decided to find designs for such a 
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series by means of a competition and subsequently, when this failed, by invitations to arfsts. Against 
this Jack of support for their project the Goznak workers, feeling the urgency of the campaign to raise 
funds for famine relief, went ahead, giving their labour without payment. They completed the· printing 
of the second design and produced 66,600 stamps in one colour only, blue (S. G. 233), lithographed on 
normal paper in two rows of nine size 27 x 37mm stamps. Finally the four stamps were put on sale in 
Moscow post offices at the end of Dec. 1921, and on 11 Jan. 1922 all post offices in the RSFSR were 
informed about this issue and that they only prepaid 250 rubies of postal charges and that 2,000 rubies 
were for aid to victims of the famine. 250 rubies was then the rate for an unregistered inland letter, other 
than a local one, weighing less than 15g. Registration cost 1,000 rubies extra and senders who franked 
registered letters with these stamps were allowed to go to the head of a queue in post offices. 

On 1 Feb. 1922 new postal rates raised the minimum charges for local letters to 5,000 rubies, for 
other inland letters to 7,500 rubies and for postcards to 3,000 rubies but these stamps continued to be 
sold at the old price and since the nile was that only one stamp should be affixed to a letter the envelope 
was endorsed to the effect that the additional sum had been paid separately. (The "one stamp" rule 
was by no means always observed). 

On 15 April 1922 the internal postal rate was further raised to 30,000 rubies for local letters, 50,000 
rubies for other letters and 20,000 rubies for postcards. The stamps continued to be sold at the old rate 
for a short time, but by June they had been revalued at ten times face value and sold at 22,500 rubies of 
which 10,000 rubies was for postage and 12,500 rubies went to the Famine Aid Fund. This situation 
did not last for long, for, together with all other Soviet stamps they were withdrawn on 1st Oct. 1922 
when the postal rates were again revised but this time the prices were in the new "gold rubies," each 
worth 10,000 of the old rubies. 
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MORE SOVIET VARIETIES 

data from L. A. Kolot and Moshe Shmuely 

1940: SG 896: Occupation of Eastern Poland: 60 kop-soldier distributing newspapers to crowd. 
Major colour variety: printed in the (grey-brown) colour of the 50 kop instead of the normal 
(blue) colour (M. S.). 

1952: SG 1763: 75th anniversary of birth of Novikov-Priboy. Major colour variety: the portrait is 
pale yellow or yellowish green (L. A. K.). 

1952: SG 1773: 50th anniversary of death of Uspensky. Portrait background varies from brown
black to light pink-brown (L. A. K.). 

1952: SG 1774: 150th anniversary of birth of Admiral Nakhimov. Two degrees of intensity arise 
in the yellow background (virtually a sunny day or a dull day), but curiously enough the yellow 
panel at the bottom is in a contrast shade (L. A. K.). 

1952: SG 1790: 25th anniversary of death of Bekhterev; exists on white and on cream paper. The 
shades of the two stamps are slightly different but probably due only to paper colour. (L. A. K.). 

1958: SG 2233: 10th International Astronomical Union Congress. 60 kop-Moscow University; Exist 
with abbreviation 'UAU' insted of 'UAJ' in top left panel. (L. A. K.). 

1959: SG 2356: 2nd Russian Spartakiad: 25 kop-running. Exists with and without a contour line 
on the left breast of the runner. (L. A. K.). 
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1961: SG 2531 Definitive issue: I kop-worker. Major colour variety : printed in violet instead of 
normal deep bistre (note: illustration supplied to us seems to suggest that the variety is side 
p. 11 ! not 12!, thus identified herein as recess and SG2531 not litho and SG2523-Ed.) (M. S.). 

1966: SG 3345 Azerbaijan operas; 4 kop-scene from 'Nargiz.' Major colour variety: scene is yellow 
green instead of normal ochre. (M. S.). 

1966: SG 3350 Definitive issue : 4 kop-arms, and hammer and sickle emblem. Variety: no inscription 
or value or date in bottom tablet. (M. S.). 

1968: SG 3593 50th Anniversary of Young Communists League; 10 kop-agricultural works. Major 
colour variety; clothes are yellow instead of the normal orange. (M. S.). 

1968: SG 3647 Soviet architecture; 3 kop-house, Onega region. Major colour variety: background 
is yellow instead of the normal light brown (M. S.). 

1971 : SG 3917 Centenary of birth of Lesya Ukrainka; 4 kop. Major colour variety: the face is yellow 
green instead of riormal bistre. (M. S.). 

Also, Mr. Shmuely has supplied photocopies (reproduced on Figs. 5 and 6 on p. 8 of central illus
trations) of two essays, without value, of a tiger. 

RECEIPT MARKINGS-REGISTERED PARCELS 1973-1979 

J. J. Tovey 

A check on the U.K. receipt markings of 56 registered parcels received in Bristol from PARNU 
ESTONIA, between 1973 and 1979 give the following information. 

"REGISTERED" stamp-oval-all blue 38 usually blurred 

DOVER CUSTOMS & EXCISE stamp-round-25 red, 6 black 33 usually blurred 
and 2 blue 

The numbers that can be deciphered are 6 (1), 23 (1), 31 (1), 36 (2), 38 (1), 41 (1), 43 (i), 44 (4-
one on Green Customs label), 45 (1), 53 (1), 68 (1), 323 (2) Customs stamps (usually illegible) on Green 
Customs labels were 221, 231, 263, 271 (2), 320 and 329. 

In 1977 the first "Customs & Currency Examination Form" (OE22) was noted stating that "the 
Post Office in the United Kingdom opened this package for examination by Customs" and resealed it. A 
further parcel was opened in 1978. In 1979 two parcels were opened, examined and placed in a plastic 
bag which was sealed with adhesive printed strip. The bag was stamped "This package has been opened 
by the Post Office for examination by H .M. Customs & Excise." The sealing strip is printed "Dover, 
Kent." 

One unusual backstamp was that of Madrid, 26th April 1976 (lozenge shaped "Avion Certificato 
Madrid AP"). 

A large number of registered letters over the same period bore no receipt marks, except for the 
occasional (blurred) blue oval registration stamp. The illegibility of the markings can be explained 
in part by the poor quality wrapping paper, but a superb Dover mark in black shows what can be achieved 
when ink and pressure are in tune. 

Regarding the plastic bags, during a recent conducted tour around the new Bristol Sorting Office, 
our guide stated that the experimental usage of this type of bag for damaged parcels, and for parcels 
opened for examination had shown that the strong plastic bags stood up well to the rough handling experi
enced by most parcels, and it was thought that these bags could well be on sale at Post Offices in the near 
future. The near future! Taking into account the attitudes of the Post Office, this is perhaps still some 
way off! 
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SOVIET ATOMIC ICEBREAKER CANCELLATIONS: 1977/79 
data from L. A. Kolot 

· Three atomic icebreakers are in commission-the 'Lenin, 'Arktika and 'Sibir -and all three 
are based on Murmansk. Marks from each of these three ships is shown on p.12 of central illustrations. 

(a) the cancellation (Fig. 4) and the dated cachet (Fig. 3) on the 'Lenin' cover are distinctive 
(b) the cancellations on the 'Arktika' and the 'Sibir' covers (Figs. 2 and 6) are similar, and the 

dated cachets (Figs. 1 and 3) on these two covers are also similar-only on the 'Sibir' cover 
was the dated cachet applied also as a cancellation. 

Mr. Kolot advises that requests for cancellations should be addressed to ship's purser in Mur
mansk, enclosing open stamped addressed envelopes, and it takes about 2 months for the covers to arrive. 
In the April issue of 'USSR Philately' there was a small note to the effect that correspondence for arctic 
stations should be sent between 1 Aug. and 1 October and there should be no more than two envelopes 
from one sender. 

1978: THE NEW COMPOUND ENVELOPE ISSUED IN USSR 
Dr. T. T. Rutkowska 

On 28 March 1978 the Ministry of Communication in USSR issued a new Compound Envelope 
with franking value of 32 kop. which is the present tariff for International Avia letters for USSR. 

The Envelope size is 160 x 113mm with A via edging in red and blue stripes. It has a picture 
of Soviet Supersonic Passenger Liner "Tu-144" against the Globe and Red Banner with Air Force 
Emblem. The top left corner has an A VIA label in Russian and French. In the right upper corner 
are two 16 kop. stamps of 12th Definitive issue of 1976 which bears the Lenin Medal and wording: "To 
World-Peace!" (see foot of p. 12 of central illustrations). 

The issue of the new envelope was connected with an increase of Postal Rates in 1978. The 
first increase was reported by Richard Beeston from Moscow on 19 Sept. 77: "Although officially the 
Soviet Union has no inflation, postage of airmail letters has been increased from the equivalent of 12p 
to 24p. Registered air mail has increased from 22p to 48p." Concerning the issue of this envelope, 
there was a similar event in 1939 when a change in tariff of Postal services occurred. 

~ 

1978: ILICHEVSK-VARNA AUTOMATIC FERRY 
Dr. T. T. Rutkowska 

The following is based on information in USSR Philately No. 3, 1979. 
On 14 Nov. 1978 a new ferry route, connected two countries, the Soviet Union and the Bulgarian 

National Republic. Till this time 70 % of goods between these countries was transported by sea and 
only 21 regular trips were possible per year; with the opening of the new Automatic Ferry the number 
of trips increased to 170 per year. 

Names of ships are: "Geroi Schipki" (Hero of Shipka) and "Geroi Plevny" (Hero of Plevna) 
of the Soviet Union, and "Geroi Sevastopolya" (Hero of Sevastopol) of the Bulgarian National Repub
lic. 

On the opening day, the Ministries of Communication of the Soviet Union and Bulgaria issued 
new stamped envelopes. Cancellations were used by the Institutions which helped in construction of 
this new Automatic Ferry; they were: 

Odessa-Kishinev Railway 
The Black Sea Parokhodstvo, 
the Ministry of Transport Construction in USSR, 
the Ministry of Transport Communication of the Bulgarian National Republic. 

The cancellation of letters on that day was done by the handstamp at Post Office No. 1 in Ilich
evsk and at the Post Office of Varna, Bulgaria. On the same day, the Bulgarian Post Office also used 
for cancellation a machine stamp with rotated date; it was used for a whole month. 
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REVIEWS OF NEW PUBLICATIONS 

JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY. Editor Wing Cdr. P. J. Padget, Nos. 197 and 198-201 (Vol. 
25 No. 6; Vol. 26 Nos. 1-4) of Aug., Oct., Dec. 78 and Feb., April 19. 

No. 197 contains a description of a display by E. F. Aglen with many 'via Siberia' covers, No. 
199 has an article by A. R. Chamberlain on the 1945/7 local Manchurian overprints, and No. 200, a long 
article by Dr. Orth on 1926 Mongolia overprints which is concluded in No. 201 with an examination of 
the forgeries. 

"TPO" THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE TPO AND SEAPOST SOCIETY: Editor V. Denis 
Vandervelde Vol. 32 Nos. 2-4 (Summer, Autumn and Winter 78) and Vol. 33 No. 1 (Spring 19-misdated 
78). 

32/2 contains an illustrated and short article on the Finnish steamer "Express" and her hand
stamp in 1876, when the Hanko to Sweden period started. 32/3 has an article by Dr. Wortman on the 
Ussuri Railway to Khabarovsk, and 33/4 has 2 notes by him on Stantsia marks (Shalya, Perm Ry and 
Svarto, Finland Ry.). 

SCANDINAVIAN CONTACT: Editor P. S.S. F. Marsden, Vol. 9 No. 6-9 (Sept. Dec. 78, March,June 
1979). 

No. 6 contains an interesting statistical estimation method applied by P. S.S. F. Marsden to 
assessing the numbers of Romanov and WWl Charity Issues used in Finland, and a summary by the 
same writer of Finnish special marks in mid 1976, as well as a further article by Baron J. von Uexhall 
on Finnish imperforate proofs. No. 7 contains a continuation of the Finnish special marks list to 4/1977, 
a letter from H. E. Tester on the use of Russian cancellers after Finnish independence, and a column by 
E. F. Keefe on Finland (booklets and postal stationery in the 1970's) which is continued in No. 8 and 
led to an article by B. Isacsson in No. 9, which also contains some omissions by J. C. Stone from "The 
Early Postmarks of Finland" by Gummesson et al and a footnote by A. Watson to his earlier article on 
the 1917 Lion type. 

THE STAMP LOVER: Editor A. Blair: Vol 10 No. 4 (Oct. 78) and Vol. 71 No. 1 (Jan. 79) 

71/1 has a photo and some notes by Cdr. D. Bird on a Portsmouth UK 14 Nov. 1916 cover to 
Hong Kong with German censor sealing strip under the UK adhesive and cancellation; it was censored 
in Petrograd 24.4.17, 6ya Eksp (evidently a machine mark without lines between the c.d.s's), having 
Casey/Evans type P18 (No ..... 43), plus signature, type Cl (81-not recorded) by Casey/Evans) and type 
C3 (6/6)-Ref. BJRP 42-and travelled via Shanghai. 
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